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Heading into his fifth season
at the helm of the Dayton men’s
basketball team, head coach Archie
Miller and his staff, consisting of
assistant coaches Kevin Kuwik, Allen Griffin and Tom Ostrom, can
easily see the imprint they’ve made
on the program.
The impact is not that hard to
see from any perspective, as Miller
and company have led the program
to as many NCAA Tournament
wins (five) in the last two seasons
as it had recorded in the previous
29.
“We’re light-years different
than we were when we first got
here,” Miller said during an exclusive interview with Flyer News. “In
a lot of ways, I don’t think we were
very well-respected in the conference. I think that was something
that we needed to establish eventually at some point in time to have
a true program that’s about March.
It’s about [being in the] top 25.
You have to not only win in your
league, but you have to be respected in your league.”
Perhaps there is no better sign
of that respect than the Flyers’
spot at the top of the Atlantic 10
preseason coaches poll released
two weeks ago, an honor the Flyers
were given despite the uncertainty
shrouding its best returning player.
Dyshawn Pierre, who was set
to return for his senior season as
the team’s leading returning scorer
and rebounder, was suspended by
the university for the first semester
after he was found to have violated the school’s code of conduct
following a sexual assault investigation.
The suspension would allow
him to return for the Flyers’ Dec.
22 home matchup with Miami
(OH), although there has been no
official confirmation that he will
return.
“I don’t know,” Miller said of
Pierre’s future in a Dayton uniform. “A lot will have to go right
for him and his family here in
the next however many weeks or
months as it progresses.”

*Pg. 3

The Dayton men’s basketball team huddles up before the annual Red-Blue Scrimmage on Oct. 24. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

“If Dyshawn is back, when he’s
back, I don’t know what the answer is. Will he be able to play? A
lot of that is sort of deemed on
conditioning, a lot of that is sort
of deemed on how much has gone
on within the first 10 games of the
season.”
Junior guards Kyle Davis and
Scoochie Smith, along with fellow
junior forward Kendall Pollard,
were named as team co-captains
alongside Pierre over the summer.
The three will have an increased
leadership role now in Pierre’s absence (pg. 9), with forward Bobby
Wehrli being the only scholarship
senior on the roster now.
The juniors all echo Miller’s
sentiments about Pierre and his
future.
“It’s just a decision he has to
make with him and his family,”
Smith said. “I’m sure that he’ll
make the best one.”
While the Flyers will have to
fill the void, whether temporary
or permanent, left by Pierre, the
preseason honor helps validate the
team’s confidence in their current
personnel and the success they’ve
proven to be able to achieve (For
full roster see pg. 10).
“I think when you combine the
fact that UD Arena is our home

floor and you have some guys that
have won a lot of games right now
playing a lot of minutes, clearly
they [the voters] feel like there’s a
culture here that’s about winning,”
Miller said.
Sophomore guard Darrell Davis should be one of those players
getting a lot of minutes this season. The sharpshooter has worked
in the offseason to develop other
aspects of his game, and Miller expects big things from Davis now
that he has a year of college experience under his belt (pg. 13).
One of the newcomers this season is redshirt junior guard Charles
Cooke, who sat out last season after transferring from James Madison. He figures to begin the season
in the starting lineup, and will look
to make his mark on the Dayton
program during his two years here
(pg. 14).
Four true freshmen and a redshirt freshman will not only make
their Dayton debut, but also their
collegiate debuts this season. Forwards Ryan Mikesell, Sam Miller and Xeyrius Williams will add
some much needed size and depth
down low for the Flyers (pg. 14).
However, no one should make as
much of an impact as 6-foot-11
redshirt freshman center Steve

McElvene, who was academically
ineligible last season.
Freshman point guard John
Crosby will get to hone his craft
while learning from Smith’s example. He already showed some flashes of potential at the Red-Blue
scrimmage two weekends ago.
“I think the great thing about
John is that he does have natural
ability, he has natural playmaking
ability,” Miller said. “I think what
[we’re] trying to do with John is,
like all of our young guys, but in
particular a point guard, he’s got to
learn the system.”
The 2015-16 schedule is tied
with last year’s for the number of
nationally televised games, with
21, including a spot on ESPN’s
24-hour college basketball tipoff
marathon when Dayton hosts Alabama Nov. 17 (Check out flyernews.
com for a full schedule breakdown).
The Flyers will once again compete in a late November tournament, when they will travel to Orlando, Florida, for the AdvoCare
Invitational Nov. 26-29. They will
meet Iowa, an NCAA Tournament
team last year out of the Big Ten
Conference, in the first round.
From there, potential matchups
with Notre Dame and Xavier as
the bracket works itself out will

provide the Flyers with stiff early-season tests (For full schedule, see
pg. 20).
Dayton will play only one true
road non-conference game, Dec.
9 at Vanderbilt. Despite the Flyers’ placement last year in the First
Four, a placement most people reasoned was because of a lack of respect for Dayton’s schedule, Miller
is not worried about what a lack of
non-conference road games might
cause at the end of the season.
“I think last year was a total
joke,” Miller said. “I think the
selection committee greatly under-seeded us, I think that’s why we
advanced… I thought the selection
committee was way off on about
seven to 10 teams, not just us.”
Miller thinks the conference
is improved over last season, and
sees the possibility for up to six
conference teams getting a berth
in the NCAA Tournament.
“Depending on how the non-conference [season] goes, I think the
A-10 is definitely between a four
and a six bid league this year, so
you can’t ask for more than that.”
For the full UD Basketball Preview, see
pgs. 9-16
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CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of the
Fall 2015 C2C Sheet Sign Contest!

And a special thank you to all who participated and showed their C2C.

SPIRIT AWARD
Judge’s Choice

RUDY AWARD

Student/Community Vote

BLOCK AWARD

57 Woodland

1524 Brown

Woodland Ave.

WANT MORE
MONEY?
2

Learn how our financial advice can
pay off for you at TIAA.org/JoinUs
BUILT TO PERFORM.

5021A0058 C24849D Fall B2C Print JOIN THE CLUB_10x6_nwsprnt_1.indd

Source: LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute, Not-forProfit Market Survey, first-quarter 2015 results. Average
assets per participant based on full-service business.
Please note average retirement account balances
are not a measure of performance of TIAA-CREF
retirement offerings. 2 The Lipper Award is given to
the group with the lowest average decile ranking of
three years’ Consistent Return for eligible funds over
the three-year period ended 11/30/12, 11/30/13,
and 11/30/14 respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked
among 36 fund companies in 2012 and 48 fund
companies in 2013 and 2014 with at least five
equity, fi ve bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
For current performance and rankings, please visit the
Research and Performance section on tiaa-cref.org.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC,
Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc., and Nuveen
Securities, LLC, members FINRA and SIPC, distribute
securities products. ©2015 Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association of America–College Retirement
Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. C24849D
1

At TIAA-CREF we use personalized advice to help clients reach
their long-term financial goals. In a recent survey of 28 companies,
TIAA-CREF participants had the highest average retirement account
balances. Our advice, along with our award-winning performance,
can improve your financial health. Just what you’d expect from
a company that’s created to serve and built to perform.

CREATED TO SERVE.

75004

2

JOIN THE CLUB.
1

Most Block Participation

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses carefully before investing.
Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and fund
prospectuses that contain this and other
information. Read carefully before investing.
TIAA-CREF funds are subject to market and
other risk factors.
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SGA resolution offers support to minority students
JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
UD’s Student Government
Association passed a resolution
in response to a strong concern
regarding the unwelcoming atmosphere experienced by minority populations on campus. This
official document, titled “Expressing, Executing, and Evaluating the Racial Turbulence on the
University of Dayton Campus,”
was approved Oct. 18.
Kwynn Townsend-Riley, a
senior and director of campus
unity for SGA, authored the resolution. Her proactivity stemmed
from her personal experiences,
especially several comments on
social media that she received as
a result of her opinion columns
published in Flyer News.
“The fact that people were really personally offended by my own
opinion about the word ‘ghetto’
really baffles me,” Townsend-Riley commented. “I guess I should
have known that trying to bring
light to such a word that is used
synonymously with our community would have an effect on the
student body, but I didn’t realize
that people would personally take
that out on me.”
She received retaliation on
Twitter, Facebook and YikYak.
“After my second article, a lot
of things started coming up on
YikYak,” she said. “People [were]
trying figure out where I lived
and calling me a racist.”
In response to her frustration, Townsend-Riley, along with
friends, fellow students and supporting staff and faculty members, protested on KU plaza.
Their intent was to draw attention to their dissatisfaction with
the environment on campus.
“The protests were to stand

together on the whole issue,
not just about the whole ‘ghetto’ thing, but racism in general
and UD’s blindness to racism,”
Townsend-Riley explained. “You
never really hear anything about
it from the administration. A
lot of us were really just fed up,
and we decided to go out on KU
plaza and protest it. Now, more
than ever, we need the administration to show support for African-American students and minority students in general.”

explicitly responsible for doing
this,” Rush said. “Moreover, minority issues get pushed to the
side for one reason or another.
This resolution puts this task of
living up to the UD mission on
the shoulders of SGA. I see that
to be very fitting.”
Mike Brill, senior psychology
and political science double major and SGA president, declared
his support for the resolution: “I
would say, in all aspects of university life, we would hope that

“I think that on paper, everything about the university fights for inclusivity and justice, but it doesn’t mark any person or group explicitly
responsible for doing this.” —Brandon Rush, SGA bill co-sponsor
Townsend-Riley decided to
take action by writing the resolution and employing SGA as a
resource for support.
“I am very happy that the resolution passed,” said Brandon
Rush, a senior psychology major
and co-sponsor of the resolution.
“I think that it puts SGA explicitly in a position that advocates for
minority students or really students in general.”
Both Townsend-Riley and Rush
have high hopes for the potential
of this document.
“When it comes to different
situations, especially racism on
campus, a lot of students feel
like UD has sort of ignored it,”
Townsend-Riley said. “With
SGA’s help, nothing will be ignored in the future.”
“I think that on paper, everything about the university fights
for inclusivity and justice, but it
doesn’t mark any person or group

SGA is very vocal and visible in
its support—but in particular
for minority populations that are
tossed under the rug and feel that
we are not as helpful as we can be
for them.”
The content of the resolution
sets a milestone and precedent for
SGA. The document states SGA
“acknowledges that its past responses to racial injustice, or lack
thereof, have been inadequate to
address student concerns” and
“dedicates itself to creating a
formal approach to educating the
campus about prominent social
justice issues.”
“I think that for the average
student at UD, I want them to
look at this resolution and say,
‘Oh, whether I am a minority student or not, SGA supports me in
everything I do here at UD. If I
am the victim of some sort of attack, I can go to SGA,’” Brill said.
“Students can come talk to us.

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING

Leo’s Quality Student Housing the
Original! Behind Panera Bread. Secure your housing for next year fully
furnished, with leather living room
sets, Maytag washer/dryer. Some
homes with marble bathrooms, off
street parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or call
(937)-456-7743 or cell (937)- 3711046. Availability 3 to 10 students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57, 49,
25, 29, 38, 40, 41, 56, 50 Jasper St.
119 Fairground, 42, 46 and 58 Frank.
To make your stay comfortable and a
very enjoyable school year.
Near UD apartments for 2-4 students. 4-6 bedroom duplex house

We will try to stand up for you.”
Brill foresees numerous changes after this resolution.
“You see that being attacked
or being on the wrong end of
a hateful comment or series of
hateful comments, SGA has not
necessarily done the best job in
the past for standing up for those
students,” Brill continued. “This
resolution is SGA acknowledging
that we could be doing a better
job supporting minority students
and populations…and that we

approved for six students. All
houses are completely furnished,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. Excelent parking. Very reasonable
rates. Call Bob 937-938-0919.
Jimmy’s Student Rentals currently has 44 Jasper St. and 58 Fairground Ave. avaliable for the 20152016 school year. (5) students, (5)
bedrooms. The homes are completely furnished, with washer
and dryer, air conditioning, stove,
refirigerator, travertine tile in the
bathroom and African mahogany
flooring. The homes are wired for
Wi-Fi, cable and have off street
parking. Jimmy’s Student Rentals
has been renting in the University
Park Neighborhood for over (30)
years. Homes avaliable for the
2016- 2017 school year are 117, 44

want to develop a precise protocol in terms of when SGA
should respond to an incident on
campus and how they should go
about doing so.”
The purpose of writing the
resolution, outside of providing a
promise of support, was to stimulate several events and opportunities to discuss and deliberate
issues of race on campus and,
furthermore, improve the inclusivity that UD strives to obtain.
Brill said a few projects are
currently in the works.
“We are looking into a training
program that would help develop
our student leaders, maybe student employees and maybe faculty and staff,” Brill said, “that
would help make them aware
of issues that minority students
might face on campus or outside
of campus and how to be culturally accepting of them and more
knowledgeable.”

In addition to the training,
SGA is establishing a dialogue
event.
“Another event that is currently being implemented is a round
table discussion about the word
‘ghetto,’” Townsend-Riley said.
“It is going to be an educational
debate, but more so about hearing from both sides.”
Rush encouraged such dialogue: “I hope that majority students lean in and talk to someone
that knows about what they are
disagreeing with. Too often when
we discuss issues of power, privilege and oppression—especially
race—majority students feel attacked and retreat. That reaction
really gets us nowhere. Find a
hall-mate, classmate, teammate,
professor, advisor, anyone who
can expand your worldview and
listen.”
With the passing of the resolution, all students, with an emphasis on our minority demographic, receive an assurance of
SGA’s support. The document
also encourages students to become active participants in these
discussions.
As Townsend-Riley stated, “I
want [students] to recognize that
ignorance is not innocence. Just
because you don’t know something doesn’t mean that you fall
short of responsibility of trying
to find out what is happening.”
If you have any ideas about how SGA
should carry out the resolution, contact
Mike Brill at brillm3@udayton.edu.
To view the entire resolution, visit flyernews.com/sga-resolution-offers-support-to-minority-students.

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies
of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, visit flyernews.com/advertising, email FlyerNewsAds@flyernews.com
or contact the Flyer News business office at 847.530.7578.

Jasper and 109 Frank and 58 Fairground. Secure your home early.
Don’t be left out by the lottery.
With our license we can accomodate (5) to (6) students per house.
Check out our website jimmmystudentrentals.com or call Jimmy
(937) 603-6019. Live and study in
LUXURY.

NOW HIRING
Yardworker(s) needed for some temporary Fall jobs, at $12/hr. Hours
quite flexible. A home near campus, right across Brown St. from the
Caldwell apts. Email Dr. Barnes at
barnes@udayton.edu

WANT TO

BE SEEN?
WANT TO

BE HEARD?
Email Advertising Manager Aline Leclair at
leclaira1@udayton.edu to secure your ad in the
next issue or online.
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Colloquium celebrates Native American culture, activism
RACHEL CAIN
News Editor
In commemoration of Native American Heritage Month,
which occurs every November,
UD hosted its 14th annual Native
People of the Americas Colloquium Nov. 1-2. The theme of this
year’s colloquium was “Indigenous Identity, Native Activism
and Colonial Legacies.”
“We started this [the NPAC]
back in 2001 because they talk
about diversity at UD...but you
never hear the voices or see the
faces of Native people,” said
Mary Ann Angel, Ph.D., at the
opening event. Angel, who discovered several years ago that her
grandmother was a Cherokee, is
a communication professor and
member of the NPAC committee.
Angel emphasized that Native Americans should have the
opportunity to speak about their
cultures, as historically non-Native individuals have attempted
to define what it is to be Native
American and thereby overshadowed true Native American culture.
“The event gives voice to various aspects of Native American
experience,” explained Tereza
Szeghi, Ph.D., an English professor and co-chair of the NPAC
committee. “We celebrate Native
cultures by giving voice to a range
of Native perspectives.”
The colloquium kicked off
Nov. 1 with a Native American
flag song performance followed
by a description of the Iroquois
tradition that led to modern-day
lacrosse.
Following the presentation,
members of the UD men’s club
lacrosse team and a local Make-aWish youth lacrosse team joined
for an instructional clinic and exhibition game.
Jamie Jacobs, the lacrosse
presenter and member of the
Tonawanda Seneca tribe, told
Flyer News that he “travels all
over the place” to educate audiences about Native American culture. He has visited UD multiple
times to participate in a traditional dance performance.
He explained that many people receive most of their notions
about Native Americans from
the media, which often relies on
stereotyping. Jacobs’s goal during
his demonstrations is to “bridge
the gap” between “what the public knows, what they don’t know.”
He mentioned that stereotyping of Native Americans is partially due to the failure of schools
to discuss their history.
“If the history books say anything, it’s just that the Iroquois
Confederacy exists and there are
the six tribes in it,” he said.
The University of Dayton’s
NPAC also examined present-day
matters pertaining to Native
American culture.
“[The colloquium] is not just

Jamie Jacobs presents on the origins of lacrosse within the Iroquois tradition. Photo courtesy of Tereza Szeghi.

Deborah Miranda presented the keynote address at UD’s 14th annual Native People of the Americas Colloquium. Photo courtesy of Tereza Szeghi.

“There is much more to Native American history than colonization, including their
pre-colonial histories, cultures, traditions, art, etc. that also is under-represented in
the mainstream U.S.” —Tereza Szeghi, Ph.D., English professor and co-chair of NPAC
about history, it’s also about current issues,” Angel said.
The Native People of the
Americas Colloquium examined subjects including climate
change, the 2010 World Lacrosse
Championship Iroquois controversy and the canonization of Junipero Serra by Pope Francis in
September.
“There is much more to Native
American history than colonization, including their pre-colonial
histories, cultures, traditions, art,
etc. that also is under-represented in the mainstream U.S.,” Szeghi elaborated. “It is important
to give voice to the full range of
Native experiences as part of our
recognition of all members of
our country.”
The colloquium continued
Nov. 2 with events on topics
ranging from the Indigenous
people of Ohio to the relationships between Native Americans
and Catholics.
Music and story-telling took
place between sessions in the
Kennedy Union Torch Lounge.
Deborah Miranda, the keynote
speaker, presented at the Kenne-

dy Union Ballroom the evening
of Nov. 2. Her keynote address
was titled, “‘Even when we’re
dead we aren’t good enough’: Bad
Indians and the Legacy of Junipero Serra.”
Miranda discussed the problematic aspects of Pope Francis’s
recent canonization of Junipero Serra, who historians agree
forced Native Americans to
convert to Christianity and had
them whipped, imprisoned and
sometimes worked or tortured to
death.
However, Miranda also believes
California Indians can “strategically exploit” the canonization
for their benefit.
“Miranda argues that Pope
Francis’s canonization of mission founder Junipero Serra ironically places California Indians
into an unprecedented spotlight,
as they protest the canonization
and speak out about the genocidal effects of the missions and
the intergenerational trauma their
survivors have faced,” according
to the Office of Multicultural Affairs Web page about the colloquium.

Miranda describes the California missions in her book “Bad
Indians: A Tribal Memoir:” “Run
by a well-meaning European religious order convinced that they
were doing the work of their Supreme Deity, aka God, a mission
was meant to suck in Indigenous
peoples, strip them of religion,
language, and culture, and melt
them down into generic workers instilled with Catholicism,
Spanish values, and freshly overhauled, tuned-up souls.”
Copies of Miranda’s book are
available on a first-come, firstserved basis at the Office of Multicultural Affairs in Alumni Hall
112.
“Recognizing the history of
a people is a way of recognizing
a people. In the case of Native
Americans in particular, part
of this history involves various
atrocities related to colonization”
Szeghi explained. “When the
dominant culture fails to recognize this history, we suggest that
it never happened—which is a
convenient way of washing our
collective hands of responsibility
for violence against Native peo-

ples.”
The colloquium was coordinated by a planning committee
of UD faculty and staff and the
Circle of Light.
The Circle of Light Initiative
was founded by Angel in 2000
and is a university-sponsored
program dedicated to inclusion
and diversity programs.
A semester-long Native Peoples of the Americas Film Series
is occurring in conjunction with
the colloquium. The next film,
“Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner,”
will be screened on Nov. 13 at 7
p.m. in ArtStreet Studio B.
A video clip of the Native American flag song is available on flyernews.com/colloquium-celebrates-native-american-culture-activism. For the
full schedule of events, visit udayton.
edu/studev/dean/oma/programs/native_peoples_celebration.php.
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SGA resolution offers support to minority students
JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
UD’s Student Government
Association passed a resolution
in response to a strong concern
regarding the unwelcoming atmosphere experienced by minority populations on campus. This
official document, titled “Expressing, Executing, and Evaluating the Racial Turbulence on the
University of Dayton Campus,”
was approved Oct. 18.
Kwynn Townsend-Riley, a
senior and director of campus
unity for SGA, authored the resolution. Her proactivity stemmed
from her personal experiences,
especially several comments on
social media that she received as
a result of her opinion columns
published in Flyer News.
“The fact that people were really personally offended by my own
opinion about the word ‘ghetto’
really baffles me,” Townsend-Riley commented. “I guess I should
have known that trying to bring
light to such a word that is used
synonymously with our community would have an effect on the
student body, but I didn’t realize
that people would personally take
that out on me.”
She received retaliation on
Twitter, Facebook and YikYak.
“After my second article, a lot
of things started coming up on
YikYak,” she said. “People [were]
trying figure out where I lived
and calling me a racist.”
In response to her frustration, Townsend-Riley, along with
friends, fellow students and supporting staff and faculty members, protested on KU plaza.
Their intent was to draw attention to their dissatisfaction with
the environment on campus.
“The protests were to stand

together on the whole issue,
not just about the whole ‘ghetto’ thing, but racism in general
and UD’s blindness to racism,”
Townsend-Riley explained. “You
never really hear anything about
it from the administration. A
lot of us were really just fed up,
and we decided to go out on KU
plaza and protest it. Now, more
than ever, we need the administration to show support for African-American students and minority students in general.”

explicitly responsible for doing
this,” Rush said. “Moreover, minority issues get pushed to the
side for one reason or another.
This resolution puts this task of
living up to the UD mission on
the shoulders of SGA. I see that
to be very fitting.”
Mike Brill, senior psychology
and political science double major and SGA president, declared
his support for the resolution: “I
would say, in all aspects of university life, we would hope that

“I think that on paper, everything about the university fights for inclusivity and justice, but it doesn’t mark any person or group explicitly
responsible for doing this.” —Brandon Rush, SGA bill co-sponsor
Townsend-Riley decided to
take action by writing the resolution and employing SGA as a
resource for support.
“I am very happy that the resolution passed,” said Brandon
Rush, a senior psychology major
and co-sponsor of the resolution.
“I think that it puts SGA explicitly in a position that advocates for
minority students or really students in general.”
Both Townsend-Riley and Rush
have high hopes for the potential
of this document.
“When it comes to different
situations, especially racism on
campus, a lot of students feel
like UD has sort of ignored it,”
Townsend-Riley said. “With
SGA’s help, nothing will be ignored in the future.”
“I think that on paper, everything about the university fights
for inclusivity and justice, but it
doesn’t mark any person or group

SGA is very vocal and visible in
its support—but in particular
for minority populations that are
tossed under the rug and feel that
we are not as helpful as we can be
for them.”
The content of the resolution
sets a milestone and precedent for
SGA. The document states SGA
“acknowledges that its past responses to racial injustice, or lack
thereof, have been inadequate to
address student concerns” and
“dedicates itself to creating a
formal approach to educating the
campus about prominent social
justice issues.”
“I think that for the average
student at UD, I want them to
look at this resolution and say,
‘Oh, whether I am a minority student or not, SGA supports me in
everything I do here at UD. If I
am the victim of some sort of attack, I can go to SGA,’” Brill said.
“Students can come talk to us.

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING

Leo’s Quality Student Housing the
Original! Behind Panera Bread. Secure your housing for next year fully
furnished, with leather living room
sets, Maytag washer/dryer. Some
homes with marble bathrooms, off
street parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or call
(937)-456-7743 or cell (937)- 3711046. Availability 3 to 10 students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57, 49,
25, 29, 38, 40, 41, 56, 50 Jasper St.
119 Fairground, 42, 46 and 58 Frank.
To make your stay comfortable and a
very enjoyable school year.
Near UD apartments for 2-4 students. 4-6 bedroom duplex house

We will try to stand up for you.”
Brill foresees numerous changes after this resolution.
“You see that being attacked
or being on the wrong end of
a hateful comment or series of
hateful comments, SGA has not
necessarily done the best job in
the past for standing up for those
students,” Brill continued. “This
resolution is SGA acknowledging
that we could be doing a better
job supporting minority students
and populations…and that we

approved for six students. All
houses are completely furnished,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. Excelent parking. Very reasonable
rates. Call Bob 937-938-0919.
Jimmy’s Student Rentals currently has 44 Jasper St. and 58 Fairground Ave. avaliable for the 20152016 school year. (5) students, (5)
bedrooms. The homes are completely furnished, with washer
and dryer, air conditioning, stove,
refirigerator, travertine tile in the
bathroom and African mahogany
flooring. The homes are wired for
Wi-Fi, cable and have off street
parking. Jimmy’s Student Rentals
has been renting in the University
Park Neighborhood for over (30)
years. Homes avaliable for the
2016- 2017 school year are 117, 44

want to develop a precise protocol in terms of when SGA
should respond to an incident on
campus and how they should go
about doing so.”
The purpose of writing the
resolution, outside of providing a
promise of support, was to stimulate several events and opportunities to discuss and deliberate
issues of race on campus and,
furthermore, improve the inclusivity that UD strives to obtain.
Brill said a few projects are
currently in the works.
“We are looking into a training
program that would help develop
our student leaders, maybe student employees and maybe faculty and staff,” Brill said, “that
would help make them aware
of issues that minority students
might face on campus or outside
of campus and how to be culturally accepting of them and more
knowledgeable.”

In addition to the training,
SGA is establishing a dialogue
event.
“Another event that is currently being implemented is a round
table discussion about the word
‘ghetto,’” Townsend-Riley said.
“It is going to be an educational
debate, but more so about hearing from both sides.”
Rush encouraged such dialogue: “I hope that majority students lean in and talk to someone
that knows about what they are
disagreeing with. Too often when
we discuss issues of power, privilege and oppression—especially
race—majority students feel attacked and retreat. That reaction
really gets us nowhere. Find a
hall-mate, classmate, teammate,
professor, advisor, anyone who
can expand your worldview and
listen.”
With the passing of the resolution, all students, with an emphasis on our minority demographic, receive an assurance of
SGA’s support. The document
also encourages students to become active participants in these
discussions.
As Townsend-Riley stated, “I
want [students] to recognize that
ignorance is not innocence. Just
because you don’t know something doesn’t mean that you fall
short of responsibility of trying
to find out what is happening.”
If you have any ideas about how SGA
should carry out the resolution, contact
Mike Brill at brillm3@udayton.edu.
To view the entire resolution, visit flyernews.com/sga-resolution-offers-support-to-minority-students.

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies
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Jasper and 109 Frank and 58 Fairground. Secure your home early.
Don’t be left out by the lottery.
With our license we can accomodate (5) to (6) students per house.
Check out our website jimmmystudentrentals.com or call Jimmy
(937) 603-6019. Live and study in
LUXURY.

NOW HIRING
Yardworker(s) needed for some temporary Fall jobs, at $12/hr. Hours
quite flexible. A home near campus, right across Brown St. from the
Caldwell apts. Email Dr. Barnes at
barnes@udayton.edu

WANT TO

BE SEEN?
WANT TO

BE HEARD?
Email Advertising Manager Aline Leclair at
leclaira1@udayton.edu to secure your ad in the
next issue or online.
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Colloquium celebrates Native American culture, activism
RACHEL CAIN
News Editor
In commemoration of Native American Heritage Month,
which occurs every November,
UD hosted its 14th annual Native
People of the Americas Colloquium Nov. 1-2. The theme of this
year’s colloquium was “Indigenous Identity, Native Activism
and Colonial Legacies.”
“We started this [the NPAC]
back in 2001 because they talk
about diversity at UD...but you
never hear the voices or see the
faces of Native people,” said
Mary Ann Angel, Ph.D., at the
opening event. Angel, who discovered several years ago that her
grandmother was a Cherokee, is
a communication professor and
member of the NPAC committee.
Angel emphasized that Native Americans should have the
opportunity to speak about their
cultures, as historically non-Native individuals have attempted
to define what it is to be Native
American and thereby overshadowed true Native American culture.
“The event gives voice to various aspects of Native American
experience,” explained Tereza
Szeghi, Ph.D., an English professor and co-chair of the NPAC
committee. “We celebrate Native
cultures by giving voice to a range
of Native perspectives.”
The colloquium kicked off
Nov. 1 with a Native American
flag song performance followed
by a description of the Iroquois
tradition that led to modern-day
lacrosse.
Following the presentation,
members of the UD men’s club
lacrosse team and a local Make-aWish youth lacrosse team joined
for an instructional clinic and exhibition game.
Jamie Jacobs, the lacrosse
presenter and member of the
Tonawanda Seneca tribe, told
Flyer News that he “travels all
over the place” to educate audiences about Native American culture. He has visited UD multiple
times to participate in a traditional dance performance.
He explained that many people receive most of their notions
about Native Americans from
the media, which often relies on
stereotyping. Jacobs’s goal during
his demonstrations is to “bridge
the gap” between “what the public knows, what they don’t know.”
He mentioned that stereotyping of Native Americans is partially due to the failure of schools
to discuss their history.
“If the history books say anything, it’s just that the Iroquois
Confederacy exists and there are
the six tribes in it,” he said.
The University of Dayton’s
NPAC also examined present-day
matters pertaining to Native
American culture.
“[The colloquium] is not just

Jamie Jacobs presents on the origins of lacrosse within the Iroquois tradition. Photo courtesy of Tereza Szeghi.

Deborah Miranda presented the keynote address at UD’s 14th annual Native People of the Americas Colloquium. Photo courtesy of Tereza Szeghi.

“There is much more to Native American history than colonization, including their
pre-colonial histories, cultures, traditions, art, etc. that also is under-represented in
the mainstream U.S.” —Tereza Szeghi, Ph.D., English professor and co-chair of NPAC
about history, it’s also about current issues,” Angel said.
The Native People of the
Americas Colloquium examined subjects including climate
change, the 2010 World Lacrosse
Championship Iroquois controversy and the canonization of Junipero Serra by Pope Francis in
September.
“There is much more to Native
American history than colonization, including their pre-colonial
histories, cultures, traditions, art,
etc. that also is under-represented in the mainstream U.S.,” Szeghi elaborated. “It is important
to give voice to the full range of
Native experiences as part of our
recognition of all members of
our country.”
The colloquium continued
Nov. 2 with events on topics
ranging from the Indigenous
people of Ohio to the relationships between Native Americans
and Catholics.
Music and story-telling took
place between sessions in the
Kennedy Union Torch Lounge.
Deborah Miranda, the keynote
speaker, presented at the Kenne-

dy Union Ballroom the evening
of Nov. 2. Her keynote address
was titled, “‘Even when we’re
dead we aren’t good enough’: Bad
Indians and the Legacy of Junipero Serra.”
Miranda discussed the problematic aspects of Pope Francis’s
recent canonization of Junipero Serra, who historians agree
forced Native Americans to
convert to Christianity and had
them whipped, imprisoned and
sometimes worked or tortured to
death.
However, Miranda also believes
California Indians can “strategically exploit” the canonization
for their benefit.
“Miranda argues that Pope
Francis’s canonization of mission founder Junipero Serra ironically places California Indians
into an unprecedented spotlight,
as they protest the canonization
and speak out about the genocidal effects of the missions and
the intergenerational trauma their
survivors have faced,” according
to the Office of Multicultural Affairs Web page about the colloquium.

Miranda describes the California missions in her book “Bad
Indians: A Tribal Memoir:” “Run
by a well-meaning European religious order convinced that they
were doing the work of their Supreme Deity, aka God, a mission
was meant to suck in Indigenous
peoples, strip them of religion,
language, and culture, and melt
them down into generic workers instilled with Catholicism,
Spanish values, and freshly overhauled, tuned-up souls.”
Copies of Miranda’s book are
available on a first-come, firstserved basis at the Office of Multicultural Affairs in Alumni Hall
112.
“Recognizing the history of
a people is a way of recognizing
a people. In the case of Native
Americans in particular, part
of this history involves various
atrocities related to colonization”
Szeghi explained. “When the
dominant culture fails to recognize this history, we suggest that
it never happened—which is a
convenient way of washing our
collective hands of responsibility
for violence against Native peo-

ples.”
The colloquium was coordinated by a planning committee
of UD faculty and staff and the
Circle of Light.
The Circle of Light Initiative
was founded by Angel in 2000
and is a university-sponsored
program dedicated to inclusion
and diversity programs.
A semester-long Native Peoples of the Americas Film Series
is occurring in conjunction with
the colloquium. The next film,
“Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner,”
will be screened on Nov. 13 at 7
p.m. in ArtStreet Studio B.
A video clip of the Native American flag song is available on flyernews.com/colloquium-celebrates-native-american-culture-activism. For the
full schedule of events, visit udayton.
edu/studev/dean/oma/programs/native_peoples_celebration.php.
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It can take seconds to write something devastating. It can take
hours, or minutes, for hundreds of people to witness it.
Maybe that’s extreme, but the Internet is a breeding ground
for anonymous hate. And members of the UD community are no
exception. When negativity floods YikYak, Twitter and Facebook
when race on campus is addressed, and we attend a school with
8,226 students, of which 6,397 are white and only 243 are African-American, we need to at a bare minimum be asking why.
The word we need to question now begins with a G.
This debate over the ownership of “The Ghetto” is dividing
not just students, but faculty, staff and alumni. Week after week,
we’ve had submissions in our opinions section arguing for one side
or the other of this issue. Week after week, the debate has turned
dirty in tweets and comments on Facebook and online articles.
When each side is preaching to the choir, no side gains ground.
When words are straying farther and farther from a conversation
and closer and closer to hate, everyone loses.
Flyer News is a platfor m to challenge what you and others
think. It’s a space to foster dialogue, critically look at the world
and interact with members of our community. We’d like to turn
this debate back into a conversation. When our peers are hurt or
uncomfortable, we should stop and listen to them—on both sides
of the debate.
Once we understand why something is harmful, we can work
to change it. Until then, let’s think twice before pressing “send.”
If you would like to submit an op-ed and contribute to this conversation
or any other, email Opinions Editor Steven Goodman at goodmans1@
udayton.edu.

Debate questions need updates
STEVEN GOODMAN
Opinions Editor
T he presidential primar y
season is getting under way,
as evidenced by the increasing
frequency of Republican and
Democratic debates scheduled.
This is especially true looking
into early 2016. While the stereotype of politicians dodging the
questions asked by moderators
is certainly still present, there
is something else that has stood
out to me in the two debates I’ve
watched: many of the questions
are regarding attacks that other
politicians have made.
While this type of questioning
could have some merit, it seems
unproductive to ask a candidate
how he or she would respond to
some claim another candidate or
politician made.
Honestly, it seems childish to
me that a debate could be re-

duced to a he-said-she-said back
and forth.
Certainly this tactic could be
valid if it is used to clarify a candidate’s stance on an issue. For
example, if another candidate
commented on what a person’s
policy stated, obviously that individual should have a chance to
respond. In this way, the questions would remain relevant to
what he or she would do as president rather than responding to
some verbal attack.
Sometimes the moderators
ask the candidates whether or
not they think another candidate would be a good president.
This happened in the most recent Democratic debate when
a moderator asked Jim Webb if
he thought Bernie Sanders could
“serve as a credible commander-in-chief ” based on the fact
that he applied for “status as a
conscientious objector?”
Maybe it’s just me, or maybe I’m taking the question at
too high of a level, but I can’t
imagine my desire to vote for
any candidate would be decided
by whether or not they think a
different person would make a
good president. I imagine some
candidates asked this question
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would simply spin it around to
talk about himself or herself, yet
that doesn’t change the nature of
the question.
Regardless of who becomes
president in 2016, is it really that
important what their response
is to another candidate? Maybe
the manner in which he or she
responds matters, but the actual answer given isn’t essential to
being a good or bad commander-in-chief. Instead, I hope the
moderators focus more on questions that directly relate to actions a candidate would take as
president.
The next Republican primar y debate
will be Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 9 p.m.
the next Democratic primar y debate
will be Saturday, Nov. 14 at 9 p.m.
Do you have an opinion? Want to
be heard? Email Opinions Editor
Steven Goodman at goodmans1@
udayton.edu to share it.

Making waves throughout the coffee drinking world, a recent study explains the causes of that beloved caffeinated beverage spilling out of your
mug. University of California, Santa
Barbara published the study in 2012
and it has broken through the wall
between academia and the everyday
world via the popular website Reddit.
The study, authored by H.C.
Mayer and R. Krechetnikov, found
that coffee is mostly like to spill out
of an individual’s mug after taking
somewhere between seven and 10
steps. The study finds this has to do
with the biomechanics of the average person’s walk and the low-viscosity fluid dynamics of the coffee.
Finding the natural frequency at
which coffee sloshes back and forth
was key: This research found that
the human gait moves at a nearly
identical frequency. This means that
walking amplifies the frequency at
which your coffee will oscillate back
and forth. The faster a person walks,
the study found, the closer the walking frequency comes to coffee’s natural frequency. Of course, if you’re
low on caffeine already, stumbling
will increase the entropy and could
have unexpected or chaotic effects
on the coffee’s range of motion.
The study has left a profound impact on the business world: The productivity of the average coffee-drink-

What was the most impressive Halloween costume?
For more (and video of all) responses, visit flyernews.com.

ERIC COLISH
Alumnus
Class of 2013

“My own friends and I because we
did the Simpsons. I was Maggie
Simpson.”
MARY MARGARET MINEFF
Senior
AYA Education

“I saw...a girl dressing up as the ‘Hazing Lady.’ The sign was just perfect.”

BRANDI GERSCHUTZ
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

“My roommate...dressed up as an
eight-foot tall gingerbread man.”

KC ABAKPORO
Senior
Mechanical Engineering
Technology

“I personally don’t drink coffee,”
commented senior mechanical engineering major Bryan Kinch, “but I have
noticed my roommates moving slower than normal. They hardly ever look
up from their coffee cups anymore.”
Beyond the concerns of perpetual lateness, UD administrators have
raised concerns about the decreasing
closeness of the community. “I used
to enjoy seeing the smiling faces of
students when I would walk through
campus in the morning,” said President Dan Curran, “now, all I find
are those same students staring intently at coffee-filled containers and
moving at an incredibly slow pace.”
Senior finance major and coffee-drinker Erik Kurcz acknowledged the truth in President Curran’s remarks. “I hardly see anyone
when I walk to class anymore.
I’m too focused on the cup in my
hand,” said Kurcz, filling up his
coffee mug, “now if you’ll excuse
me, I have meeting across campus
in 45 minutes that I need to get to.”
The university is working to
bring the community back together by searching for temporary
non-coffee-drinking workers. It
is also considering offering programs to help students quit coffee
and get their lives back on track.

“A girl that had a baby on her chest
that said Stacy, so she was Stacy’s
mom.”
CODY RUFFING
Sophomore
Discover Business

The line between a good
time and a night at Miami Valley Hospital is thinner than most students think.
We’ve all been there: When a
good time turns into a dangerous situation, and we find one
of our friends in need of help.
The urge to take them home
and put them to bed often supersedes a real requirement for
safety. The type of care that may
be provided by public safety, or
UD Rescue Squad, is often left
to a “friend” who is often also
inebriated to a certain degree.
I am not one to berate individuals about the legality or policy of
alcohol consumption; however, I
believe it is imperative we all take
measures to understand this policy in order to keep each other,
and ourselves, safe in the variety
of situations that may arise while
out in the student neighborhood.
Because of this belief, I will
review the simple policy that
governs every student at the University of Dayton and describe
many of the ways in which we,
as students, need this policy
and how, although often controversial, our following of it

leads to a stronger community.
The alcohol policy at the University of Dayton clearly states,
in the form of a very long list,
all of the activities considered
violations, from underage drinking, probably the most common, to drinking games, which
are another staple in the student
neighborhood. These policies
are all meant to protect the students here at the University of
Dayton, as well as to help foster a stronger community. In essence, the rules are here to protect students, not hinder them.
I believe a response is necessary to the assertion by many
students that these rules often
restrict an individual’s ability
to build community and be socially active, which is false. The
University of Dayton, as many
students are aware, is a diverse
campus—and with over 200 student organizations, it is certainly
not lacking in opportunities to be
active. Many of these organizations, and the opportunities they
provide, build community without the use of alcohol. In fact,
the use of alcohol by any organization is not allowed. Thus,
getting involved on campus and
becoming part of an organization will mitigate the supposed
loss of social interaction caused
by following the alcohol policy.

POLL RESULTS

TOTAL VOTES: 87

DATE:
10/19 – 11/1

QUESTION:
Do you lock your door every time you leave your
apartment/house?

RESULTS:

Yes				
57% – 50 Votes

No
43% – 37 Votes

To vote, and see the most up-to-date responses, visit flyernews.com.

Editor’s Note: This article is satirical. Coffee is still the glue that
holds the work force together.

Safety requires reflection on UD policy
STEPHEN HARVEY
Sophomore, Management
Information Systems

“A buddy who had a placard on and
a tape measurer and some scissors...and [the placard] said he did
alterations in 30 seconds, so he was
a swift tailor.”

ing employee has plummeted. Now
that the secret to avoiding spilled
coffee has been unlocked, the 83 per
cent of U.S. adults who are coffee
drinkers are focusing more attention on the oscillating coffee in their
mugs rather than on any actual work.
“Usually, I’d spend the first and last
couple hours of my day trying to wake
up or pack up to go home, respectively,” said Thomas Balderdash, a senior
engineer who would not reveal what
company he worked for, “but now, I
have to focus so closely on the number of steps I take with coffee in my
hand, I’m lucky to get an hour of work
done. I’ve been late to every meeting
since this study came out. But my
boss, who also drinks coffee, gets it.”
Other employees at Balderdash’s
company expressed similar stress in
avoiding the embarrassing predicament of coffee splashing from their
mugs. Others complained about
having to count their steps, stop
and wait for the coffee to return to
rest before resuming their journey.
Trickling down from the business
world into universities, UCSB’s research has hit the University of Dayton hard. Significant portions of the
student body have been routinely late
to class, citing spilled coffee as the
main concern. Despite the fact that
many students use travel mugs with
lids, the consensus has been that you
can never be too careful. University administrators are considering increasing the time between classes from 15
to 30 minutes to combat this problem.

Finally, I would like to focus on one of the often overlooked items within the university’s alcohol policy, mitigating
circumstance. This policy, attached to the alcohol policy, is
meant to alleviate some of the
fear an individual might have
about requesting help for a
friend. The basic understanding of the policy is that if you
call public safety, or any other
police or medical authority (excluding RAs), for help regarding
a friend’s health, then you will
not be charged with any policy
violation. Caveats to this rule
do exist and it is mainly applied
to offenses of alcohol use, not
drug use or any other violations.
Being the one to call public safety or an RA may not be
the popular choice when you
find yourself in a risky situation. However, it is often necessary to protect a friend, or
even a stranger, and is the responsibility of every student
here in our community to do so.
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It can take seconds to write something devastating. It can take
hours, or minutes, for hundreds of people to witness it.
Maybe that’s extreme, but the Internet is a breeding ground
for anonymous hate. And members of the UD community are no
exception. When negativity floods YikYak, Twitter and Facebook
when race on campus is addressed, and we attend a school with
8,226 students, of which 6,397 are white and only 243 are African-American, we need to at a bare minimum be asking why.
The word we need to question now begins with a G.
This debate over the ownership of “The Ghetto” is dividing
not just students, but faculty, staff and alumni. Week after week,
we’ve had submissions in our opinions section arguing for one side
or the other of this issue. Week after week, the debate has turned
dirty in tweets and comments on Facebook and online articles.
When each side is preaching to the choir, no side gains ground.
When words are straying farther and farther from a conversation
and closer and closer to hate, everyone loses.
Flyer News is a platfor m to challenge what you and others
think. It’s a space to foster dialogue, critically look at the world
and interact with members of our community. We’d like to turn
this debate back into a conversation. When our peers are hurt or
uncomfortable, we should stop and listen to them—on both sides
of the debate.
Once we understand why something is harmful, we can work
to change it. Until then, let’s think twice before pressing “send.”
If you would like to submit an op-ed and contribute to this conversation
or any other, email Opinions Editor Steven Goodman at goodmans1@
udayton.edu.

Debate questions need updates
STEVEN GOODMAN
Opinions Editor
T he presidential primar y
season is getting under way,
as evidenced by the increasing
frequency of Republican and
Democratic debates scheduled.
This is especially true looking
into early 2016. While the stereotype of politicians dodging the
questions asked by moderators
is certainly still present, there
is something else that has stood
out to me in the two debates I’ve
watched: many of the questions
are regarding attacks that other
politicians have made.
While this type of questioning
could have some merit, it seems
unproductive to ask a candidate
how he or she would respond to
some claim another candidate or
politician made.
Honestly, it seems childish to
me that a debate could be re-

duced to a he-said-she-said back
and forth.
Certainly this tactic could be
valid if it is used to clarify a candidate’s stance on an issue. For
example, if another candidate
commented on what a person’s
policy stated, obviously that individual should have a chance to
respond. In this way, the questions would remain relevant to
what he or she would do as president rather than responding to
some verbal attack.
Sometimes the moderators
ask the candidates whether or
not they think another candidate would be a good president.
This happened in the most recent Democratic debate when
a moderator asked Jim Webb if
he thought Bernie Sanders could
“serve as a credible commander-in-chief ” based on the fact
that he applied for “status as a
conscientious objector?”
Maybe it’s just me, or maybe I’m taking the question at
too high of a level, but I can’t
imagine my desire to vote for
any candidate would be decided
by whether or not they think a
different person would make a
good president. I imagine some
candidates asked this question
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would simply spin it around to
talk about himself or herself, yet
that doesn’t change the nature of
the question.
Regardless of who becomes
president in 2016, is it really that
important what their response
is to another candidate? Maybe
the manner in which he or she
responds matters, but the actual answer given isn’t essential to
being a good or bad commander-in-chief. Instead, I hope the
moderators focus more on questions that directly relate to actions a candidate would take as
president.
The next Republican primar y debate
will be Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 9 p.m.
the next Democratic primar y debate
will be Saturday, Nov. 14 at 9 p.m.
Do you have an opinion? Want to
be heard? Email Opinions Editor
Steven Goodman at goodmans1@
udayton.edu to share it.

Making waves throughout the coffee drinking world, a recent study explains the causes of that beloved caffeinated beverage spilling out of your
mug. University of California, Santa
Barbara published the study in 2012
and it has broken through the wall
between academia and the everyday
world via the popular website Reddit.
The study, authored by H.C.
Mayer and R. Krechetnikov, found
that coffee is mostly like to spill out
of an individual’s mug after taking
somewhere between seven and 10
steps. The study finds this has to do
with the biomechanics of the average person’s walk and the low-viscosity fluid dynamics of the coffee.
Finding the natural frequency at
which coffee sloshes back and forth
was key: This research found that
the human gait moves at a nearly
identical frequency. This means that
walking amplifies the frequency at
which your coffee will oscillate back
and forth. The faster a person walks,
the study found, the closer the walking frequency comes to coffee’s natural frequency. Of course, if you’re
low on caffeine already, stumbling
will increase the entropy and could
have unexpected or chaotic effects
on the coffee’s range of motion.
The study has left a profound impact on the business world: The productivity of the average coffee-drink-

What was the most impressive Halloween costume?
For more (and video of all) responses, visit flyernews.com.

ERIC COLISH
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Class of 2013

“My own friends and I because we
did the Simpsons. I was Maggie
Simpson.”
MARY MARGARET MINEFF
Senior
AYA Education

“I saw...a girl dressing up as the ‘Hazing Lady.’ The sign was just perfect.”

BRANDI GERSCHUTZ
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

“My roommate...dressed up as an
eight-foot tall gingerbread man.”

KC ABAKPORO
Senior
Mechanical Engineering
Technology

“I personally don’t drink coffee,”
commented senior mechanical engineering major Bryan Kinch, “but I have
noticed my roommates moving slower than normal. They hardly ever look
up from their coffee cups anymore.”
Beyond the concerns of perpetual lateness, UD administrators have
raised concerns about the decreasing
closeness of the community. “I used
to enjoy seeing the smiling faces of
students when I would walk through
campus in the morning,” said President Dan Curran, “now, all I find
are those same students staring intently at coffee-filled containers and
moving at an incredibly slow pace.”
Senior finance major and coffee-drinker Erik Kurcz acknowledged the truth in President Curran’s remarks. “I hardly see anyone
when I walk to class anymore.
I’m too focused on the cup in my
hand,” said Kurcz, filling up his
coffee mug, “now if you’ll excuse
me, I have meeting across campus
in 45 minutes that I need to get to.”
The university is working to
bring the community back together by searching for temporary
non-coffee-drinking workers. It
is also considering offering programs to help students quit coffee
and get their lives back on track.

“A girl that had a baby on her chest
that said Stacy, so she was Stacy’s
mom.”
CODY RUFFING
Sophomore
Discover Business

The line between a good
time and a night at Miami Valley Hospital is thinner than most students think.
We’ve all been there: When a
good time turns into a dangerous situation, and we find one
of our friends in need of help.
The urge to take them home
and put them to bed often supersedes a real requirement for
safety. The type of care that may
be provided by public safety, or
UD Rescue Squad, is often left
to a “friend” who is often also
inebriated to a certain degree.
I am not one to berate individuals about the legality or policy of
alcohol consumption; however, I
believe it is imperative we all take
measures to understand this policy in order to keep each other,
and ourselves, safe in the variety
of situations that may arise while
out in the student neighborhood.
Because of this belief, I will
review the simple policy that
governs every student at the University of Dayton and describe
many of the ways in which we,
as students, need this policy
and how, although often controversial, our following of it

leads to a stronger community.
The alcohol policy at the University of Dayton clearly states,
in the form of a very long list,
all of the activities considered
violations, from underage drinking, probably the most common, to drinking games, which
are another staple in the student
neighborhood. These policies
are all meant to protect the students here at the University of
Dayton, as well as to help foster a stronger community. In essence, the rules are here to protect students, not hinder them.
I believe a response is necessary to the assertion by many
students that these rules often
restrict an individual’s ability
to build community and be socially active, which is false. The
University of Dayton, as many
students are aware, is a diverse
campus—and with over 200 student organizations, it is certainly
not lacking in opportunities to be
active. Many of these organizations, and the opportunities they
provide, build community without the use of alcohol. In fact,
the use of alcohol by any organization is not allowed. Thus,
getting involved on campus and
becoming part of an organization will mitigate the supposed
loss of social interaction caused
by following the alcohol policy.

POLL RESULTS

TOTAL VOTES: 87

DATE:
10/19 – 11/1

QUESTION:
Do you lock your door every time you leave your
apartment/house?

RESULTS:

Yes				
57% – 50 Votes

No
43% – 37 Votes

To vote, and see the most up-to-date responses, visit flyernews.com.

Editor’s Note: This article is satirical. Coffee is still the glue that
holds the work force together.

Safety requires reflection on UD policy
STEPHEN HARVEY
Sophomore, Management
Information Systems

“A buddy who had a placard on and
a tape measurer and some scissors...and [the placard] said he did
alterations in 30 seconds, so he was
a swift tailor.”

ing employee has plummeted. Now
that the secret to avoiding spilled
coffee has been unlocked, the 83 per
cent of U.S. adults who are coffee
drinkers are focusing more attention on the oscillating coffee in their
mugs rather than on any actual work.
“Usually, I’d spend the first and last
couple hours of my day trying to wake
up or pack up to go home, respectively,” said Thomas Balderdash, a senior
engineer who would not reveal what
company he worked for, “but now, I
have to focus so closely on the number of steps I take with coffee in my
hand, I’m lucky to get an hour of work
done. I’ve been late to every meeting
since this study came out. But my
boss, who also drinks coffee, gets it.”
Other employees at Balderdash’s
company expressed similar stress in
avoiding the embarrassing predicament of coffee splashing from their
mugs. Others complained about
having to count their steps, stop
and wait for the coffee to return to
rest before resuming their journey.
Trickling down from the business
world into universities, UCSB’s research has hit the University of Dayton hard. Significant portions of the
student body have been routinely late
to class, citing spilled coffee as the
main concern. Despite the fact that
many students use travel mugs with
lids, the consensus has been that you
can never be too careful. University administrators are considering increasing the time between classes from 15
to 30 minutes to combat this problem.

Finally, I would like to focus on one of the often overlooked items within the university’s alcohol policy, mitigating
circumstance. This policy, attached to the alcohol policy, is
meant to alleviate some of the
fear an individual might have
about requesting help for a
friend. The basic understanding of the policy is that if you
call public safety, or any other
police or medical authority (excluding RAs), for help regarding
a friend’s health, then you will
not be charged with any policy
violation. Caveats to this rule
do exist and it is mainly applied
to offenses of alcohol use, not
drug use or any other violations.
Being the one to call public safety or an RA may not be
the popular choice when you
find yourself in a risky situation. However, it is often necessary to protect a friend, or
even a stranger, and is the responsibility of every student
here in our community to do so.
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America’s never-ending war
LEO SCHENK
Columnist, Junior
On Thursday, Oct. 22, the Pentagon confirmed the first American
casualty in the renewed fight in the
Middle East. Five days later, Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter
stated that the United States will
begin direct action on the ground
against ISIS forces in Iraq and Syria,
according to NBC. This, no more
than eight months after President
Obama stated there would be no
U.S. troops on the ground in the
fight against this terrorist group.
America has contributed troops
to the Middle East again—less
than a decade after removing them.
Though, this is really just the latest
in a series of broken promises made
by the military and the government
to the American people about socalled “Mission Creep,” and without troops from our NATO allies.
The beginning of this whole story
actually had a positive outlook, as it
stemmed from the coalition of the
Gulf War, and many were hailing it
as a new method of fighting war in
the world. To see this, one must look

back to the early ’90s, when H.W.
Bush used his international influence
to put together a coalition with broad
U.N. Security Council support. The
coalition knocked Iraq out of Kuwait, but did not continue on to remove Saddam Hussein from power.
Then Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney defended this decision, stating that if we removed Saddam from
power, “there would have been a U.S.
occupation of Iraq.” He claimed, as
his generals had informed him, the
entrance of the United States into
a quagmire in Iraq would last 30
years—at least. This is a good argument, which brings up the point
that the United States did just that.
Since the U.S. military removed
Saddam from power, the prediction
of the action’s after-effects have
come true. The U.S. had to stay as
an occupying force for years, then
when President Obama came into
office and finished the process of
removing troops begun by his predecessor, the whole situation fell
apart. This could be due, in part, to
the situation in neighboring Syria,
but it’s just as reasonable to place the
blame for the situation on the American war in Iraq, making refugees
and war-hardened soldiers plentiful
across the region—especially lending credence with the fact that the
new government in Iraq lasted less
than three years before losing a third
of its territory to the former al-Qaida affiliate we now know as ISIS.
The last two years have forced us

to look down at the path on which
we are treading. The government
of Iraq is incapable of functioning
without outside military assistance.
The government has given the
president wartime rights and suspended our writ of habeas corpus,
suspending a person in custody’s
right to be brought before a court,
with the 2012 National Defense
Authorization Act. The Air Force
yet again convinced the American
people that they could do far more
than they would ever be capable of,
while the government was left hoping and praying for it to leave a devastating blow to the forces of ISIS.
Meanwhile, as ISIS has not been
getting any weaker, geopolitical rivals such as Russia and Iran have
been flexing their muscles with
their own militaries and paramilitaries in Iraq and Syria. Now, instead
of thinking they have abandoned
the region to their rivals, the government has reopened the longest
theater of war in the country’s history only to lose more American
lives and bring about the potential
for a great power war to be started.
The United States has been at
war with nothing for long enough.
I think that there are significantly
better options to do with our lives
and our money as a nation. It is time
to stop this endless War on Terror,
for the sake of our lives and liberties.

Since the beginning weeks of
this academic semester, both
the University of Dayton administration and student body
have been under pressure to
change the racial culture that
currently exists on campus. After myriad Flyer News articles
and student-organized rallies,
several students approached the
administration demanding to be
recognized as a struggling minority group. Carrie Malarkey,
sophomore finance major from
Hinsdale, Illinois, expressed
her concerns to Flyer News
during a sit-in at St. Mary’s Hall.
“We’re trying to express to
Housing and Residence Life
that we aren’t as well off as they
think we are,” she said. “I personally can only purchase two
chai lattes from The Blend every morning—and I have an 8
a.m. I can’t make it all the way
to Fitz Hall by then. There are
dozens of others like me just
struggling to get by each day.”
This past Monday, the univer-
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February 2001: The U.S. and Britain begin bombing raids on
Iraq’s air defense - with minimal support from other nations.
September 2002: At a U.N. General Assembly, President

George W. Bush tells world leaders to face the “grave and gathering danger” of Iraq, and if they won’t, to not interfere when the U.S.
takes action.

March 2003: President Bush declares Saddam Hussein and
his sons have 48 hours to leave Iraq or face war. The U.S. invades
the country.
June 2004: U.S. occupiers transfer their sovereignty to the
interim Iraqi government under Prime Minister Iyad Allawi.

January 2007: President Bush declares thousands more U.S.
troops will be stationed in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.
March 2009: President Barack Obama announces withdrawal
of most U.S. troops by end of August 2010, completing total removal by end of 2011.
December 2011: U.S. completes troop withdrawal.
January 2015: Coalition against ISIS, headed by the U.S.,
launches more than 900 air strikes against militant targets in Iraq.
October 2015: In an attempt to free ISIS prisoners, an American soldier was killed in Iraq for the first time since the resurgence
of U.S. military intervention in 2014.
Research from the BBC.

Graphic by Co-Editor-in-Chief Amanda Dee.

“Changes will include the removal of all heating and
air conditioning units from university houses, [and an]
insertion of bedbugs into all university provided beds.”
sity released an announcement
from the dean of students’ office: “Fellow Flyers, the word
‘ghetto’ has been tied to our
community for longer than any
one of us has been settled on this
campus. After several attempts to
terminate its utterance, we have
recognized our errors and wish
to go above and beyond in recognizing your fundamental right to
freedom of speech. Effective immediately, the official name for
our collective neighborhoods is
‘The Ghetto.’ With this official
name change, we will be speaking not only to our history but
to the city of Dayton’s history.
You’ll be seeing many corresponding changes to our campus layout in the coming weeks.
It’s a great day to be a Flyer!”
The upcoming changes mentioned in the statement have
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Alumnus, Class of 2015
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since been added to the online
version of the campus master
plan. Changes will include the
removal of all heating and air
conditioning units from university houses, insertion of bedbugs
into all university provided beds,
mass excavation of previously
filled pot holes on Kiefaber and
Lowes Streets and replacement
of all meal plans with the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (for merly known as
the Food Stamp Program). In
addition, Facilities Management
will cease the weekend removal
of student trash from campus
properties and salting pathways
in the winter. Career Services, a
widely used campus resource that
helps hundreds of students mold
career paths and find jobs every year, will also be disbanded.
University of Dayton Presi-

dent Daniel Curran addressed
media outlets the following day
regarding the announcement.
“Why did we ever fight this?”
Curran said while sipping on a
pina colada, reclining in a beach
chair with both feet submerged
in a baby pool full of sauvignon
blanc set up in the middle of
the Science Center lobby under
an inflated palm tree. “We’ve
heard the opinions of the masses and can’t help but wonder
why we didn’t do this sooner.
We’re going to do everything
we can to make our neighborhoods reflective of the proud,
Dayton ghetto that exists today.”
When asked about the city
of Dayton’s recent successes in
small business growth and downtown residence refurbishment,
Curran kept his comments short.
“It won’t last,” he said. “Did

the manufacturing business last
here? No. Neither will whatever
projects are currently underway.”
I. M. Lyon, chair of the office
of student admissions, expressed
encouragement to students who
have not implemented the word
“ghetto” into their vernacular.
“Say it freely!” Lyon said, “It’s
encouraged, and we hope you
don’t think twice about it. You
know how when you call your
best friend a wh--e and it’s OK
to do that, but you wouldn’t do
that in front of your parents?
We’re allowing you to call your
friend a wh--e in front of your
parents now. Except your friend
is the university, and the wh-e is ‘The Ghetto.’ It may seem
weird at first, but, seriously, our
lawyers said it’s totally cool.”

Editor’s Note: This article is
satirical. It shall remain the
South student neighborhood
and administrators invite critical
thought and careful consideration
before calling it by its nickname.

Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to have a dialogue with the campus community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no
representations or warranties regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or reject all copy. Note: Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or
advocate the opinions in the columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 500- to 600-word letters to the editor at flyernewseditor@gmail.com. Submissions must include
name, major, year and phone number.

Junior guard Kyle Davis finishes a slam dunk during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

Three junior co-captains set to lead Flyers this year

KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

Three juniors are leading the Dayton
men’s basketball team as captains for the
first time in two years.
Guards Kyle Davis and Scoochie
Smith, along with forward Kendall Pollard, have each been on the team since
they were freshman. They each have
played an important role for the Flyers
since their freshmen year, when the Flyers made the Elite Eight for the first time
since 1984.
The past two years, seniors Devin Oliver and Jordan Sibert were captains and
primarily led the team, especially during
the NCAA tournament runs leading up
to the Elite Eight and the third round in
2014 and 2015, respectively.
This year, the leadership has changed,
with the role of captain placed in the
hands of the juniors, at least for the first
10 games of the season. Over the summer, head coach Archie Miller named the
three juniors, along with suspended senior
Dyshawn Pierre, as team captains.
The three had been familiar with each
other long before they ever stepped onto
the court at UD Arena.
All of them participated in the Am-

ateur Athletic Union (AAU) prior to
coming to Dayton.
Pollard and Davis, both originally from
Chicago, also competed against each other during their years in high school when
Pollard attended Simeon Career Academy
and Davis attended Hyde Park Academy
and transferred to Morgan Park for his
senior season.
“I think with us three, it is a real brotherhood, getting acquainted with each other through the AAU circuit,” Smith said in
an exclusive interview with Flyer News.
“Between us three there is not a lot of
talking on the court because we know we
have one goal in mind, and that is just to
win a game, no matter how we win it. We
know what it takes to win a game, just
having experience.”
Last season, the three stood out on
the team. Smith, a point guard, led the
team in assists with 3.8 per game. Davis
ranked second in blocks and steals, and
Pollard was tied with Pierre as the team’s
second-highest scorer with 12.7 points per
game.
For these juniors, leading the team is
something they have done consistently
from day one. Davis earned the team’s
Best Defender award consecutively over
the last two years, while Pollard earned

the Atlantic 10 conference’s Chris Daniels
Most Improved Player Award last season.
Last season, Smith won the team’s Dr.
George Rau Spirit Award, which is given
to the player who displays true team spirit,
on and off the court. Smith also received
the Uhl Family Endowed Scholarship, given to the player who exemplifies the qualities of good sportsmanship and character.
This season already, Pollard has been
named to the preseason All-Atlantic 10
Third Team.
“All three guys have gained a ton of
experience over their first two years,” head
coach Archie Miller said. “They were all
part of a great run as freshmen and they
all impacted our team in different ways.
I think as sophomores they were really
thrown into the fire and clearly had an
opportunity on the court to generate a lot
of confidence within themselves.”
With 53 wins under their belt over their
first two seasons, the three are on pace to
become the program’s winningest fouryear class.
“We’ve all got different roles, but we
are all intertwined with each other to be
as one,” Davis said.
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America’s never-ending war
LEO SCHENK
Columnist, Junior
On Thursday, Oct. 22, the Pentagon confirmed the first American
casualty in the renewed fight in the
Middle East. Five days later, Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter
stated that the United States will
begin direct action on the ground
against ISIS forces in Iraq and Syria,
according to NBC. This, no more
than eight months after President
Obama stated there would be no
U.S. troops on the ground in the
fight against this terrorist group.
America has contributed troops
to the Middle East again—less
than a decade after removing them.
Though, this is really just the latest
in a series of broken promises made
by the military and the government
to the American people about socalled “Mission Creep,” and without troops from our NATO allies.
The beginning of this whole story
actually had a positive outlook, as it
stemmed from the coalition of the
Gulf War, and many were hailing it
as a new method of fighting war in
the world. To see this, one must look

back to the early ’90s, when H.W.
Bush used his international influence
to put together a coalition with broad
U.N. Security Council support. The
coalition knocked Iraq out of Kuwait, but did not continue on to remove Saddam Hussein from power.
Then Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney defended this decision, stating that if we removed Saddam from
power, “there would have been a U.S.
occupation of Iraq.” He claimed, as
his generals had informed him, the
entrance of the United States into
a quagmire in Iraq would last 30
years—at least. This is a good argument, which brings up the point
that the United States did just that.
Since the U.S. military removed
Saddam from power, the prediction
of the action’s after-effects have
come true. The U.S. had to stay as
an occupying force for years, then
when President Obama came into
office and finished the process of
removing troops begun by his predecessor, the whole situation fell
apart. This could be due, in part, to
the situation in neighboring Syria,
but it’s just as reasonable to place the
blame for the situation on the American war in Iraq, making refugees
and war-hardened soldiers plentiful
across the region—especially lending credence with the fact that the
new government in Iraq lasted less
than three years before losing a third
of its territory to the former al-Qaida affiliate we now know as ISIS.
The last two years have forced us

to look down at the path on which
we are treading. The government
of Iraq is incapable of functioning
without outside military assistance.
The government has given the
president wartime rights and suspended our writ of habeas corpus,
suspending a person in custody’s
right to be brought before a court,
with the 2012 National Defense
Authorization Act. The Air Force
yet again convinced the American
people that they could do far more
than they would ever be capable of,
while the government was left hoping and praying for it to leave a devastating blow to the forces of ISIS.
Meanwhile, as ISIS has not been
getting any weaker, geopolitical rivals such as Russia and Iran have
been flexing their muscles with
their own militaries and paramilitaries in Iraq and Syria. Now, instead
of thinking they have abandoned
the region to their rivals, the government has reopened the longest
theater of war in the country’s history only to lose more American
lives and bring about the potential
for a great power war to be started.
The United States has been at
war with nothing for long enough.
I think that there are significantly
better options to do with our lives
and our money as a nation. It is time
to stop this endless War on Terror,
for the sake of our lives and liberties.

Since the beginning weeks of
this academic semester, both
the University of Dayton administration and student body
have been under pressure to
change the racial culture that
currently exists on campus. After myriad Flyer News articles
and student-organized rallies,
several students approached the
administration demanding to be
recognized as a struggling minority group. Carrie Malarkey,
sophomore finance major from
Hinsdale, Illinois, expressed
her concerns to Flyer News
during a sit-in at St. Mary’s Hall.
“We’re trying to express to
Housing and Residence Life
that we aren’t as well off as they
think we are,” she said. “I personally can only purchase two
chai lattes from The Blend every morning—and I have an 8
a.m. I can’t make it all the way
to Fitz Hall by then. There are
dozens of others like me just
struggling to get by each day.”
This past Monday, the univer-
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February 2001: The U.S. and Britain begin bombing raids on
Iraq’s air defense - with minimal support from other nations.
September 2002: At a U.N. General Assembly, President

George W. Bush tells world leaders to face the “grave and gathering danger” of Iraq, and if they won’t, to not interfere when the U.S.
takes action.

March 2003: President Bush declares Saddam Hussein and
his sons have 48 hours to leave Iraq or face war. The U.S. invades
the country.
June 2004: U.S. occupiers transfer their sovereignty to the
interim Iraqi government under Prime Minister Iyad Allawi.

January 2007: President Bush declares thousands more U.S.
troops will be stationed in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.
March 2009: President Barack Obama announces withdrawal
of most U.S. troops by end of August 2010, completing total removal by end of 2011.
December 2011: U.S. completes troop withdrawal.
January 2015: Coalition against ISIS, headed by the U.S.,
launches more than 900 air strikes against militant targets in Iraq.
October 2015: In an attempt to free ISIS prisoners, an American soldier was killed in Iraq for the first time since the resurgence
of U.S. military intervention in 2014.
Research from the BBC.

Graphic by Co-Editor-in-Chief Amanda Dee.

“Changes will include the removal of all heating and
air conditioning units from university houses, [and an]
insertion of bedbugs into all university provided beds.”
sity released an announcement
from the dean of students’ office: “Fellow Flyers, the word
‘ghetto’ has been tied to our
community for longer than any
one of us has been settled on this
campus. After several attempts to
terminate its utterance, we have
recognized our errors and wish
to go above and beyond in recognizing your fundamental right to
freedom of speech. Effective immediately, the official name for
our collective neighborhoods is
‘The Ghetto.’ With this official
name change, we will be speaking not only to our history but
to the city of Dayton’s history.
You’ll be seeing many corresponding changes to our campus layout in the coming weeks.
It’s a great day to be a Flyer!”
The upcoming changes mentioned in the statement have
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since been added to the online
version of the campus master
plan. Changes will include the
removal of all heating and air
conditioning units from university houses, insertion of bedbugs
into all university provided beds,
mass excavation of previously
filled pot holes on Kiefaber and
Lowes Streets and replacement
of all meal plans with the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (for merly known as
the Food Stamp Program). In
addition, Facilities Management
will cease the weekend removal
of student trash from campus
properties and salting pathways
in the winter. Career Services, a
widely used campus resource that
helps hundreds of students mold
career paths and find jobs every year, will also be disbanded.
University of Dayton Presi-

dent Daniel Curran addressed
media outlets the following day
regarding the announcement.
“Why did we ever fight this?”
Curran said while sipping on a
pina colada, reclining in a beach
chair with both feet submerged
in a baby pool full of sauvignon
blanc set up in the middle of
the Science Center lobby under
an inflated palm tree. “We’ve
heard the opinions of the masses and can’t help but wonder
why we didn’t do this sooner.
We’re going to do everything
we can to make our neighborhoods reflective of the proud,
Dayton ghetto that exists today.”
When asked about the city
of Dayton’s recent successes in
small business growth and downtown residence refurbishment,
Curran kept his comments short.
“It won’t last,” he said. “Did

the manufacturing business last
here? No. Neither will whatever
projects are currently underway.”
I. M. Lyon, chair of the office
of student admissions, expressed
encouragement to students who
have not implemented the word
“ghetto” into their vernacular.
“Say it freely!” Lyon said, “It’s
encouraged, and we hope you
don’t think twice about it. You
know how when you call your
best friend a wh--e and it’s OK
to do that, but you wouldn’t do
that in front of your parents?
We’re allowing you to call your
friend a wh--e in front of your
parents now. Except your friend
is the university, and the wh-e is ‘The Ghetto.’ It may seem
weird at first, but, seriously, our
lawyers said it’s totally cool.”

Editor’s Note: This article is
satirical. It shall remain the
South student neighborhood
and administrators invite critical
thought and careful consideration
before calling it by its nickname.

Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to have a dialogue with the campus community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no
representations or warranties regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or reject all copy. Note: Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or
advocate the opinions in the columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 500- to 600-word letters to the editor at flyernewseditor@gmail.com. Submissions must include
name, major, year and phone number.

Junior guard Kyle Davis finishes a slam dunk during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

Three junior co-captains set to lead Flyers this year

KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

Three juniors are leading the Dayton
men’s basketball team as captains for the
first time in two years.
Guards Kyle Davis and Scoochie
Smith, along with forward Kendall Pollard, have each been on the team since
they were freshman. They each have
played an important role for the Flyers
since their freshmen year, when the Flyers made the Elite Eight for the first time
since 1984.
The past two years, seniors Devin Oliver and Jordan Sibert were captains and
primarily led the team, especially during
the NCAA tournament runs leading up
to the Elite Eight and the third round in
2014 and 2015, respectively.
This year, the leadership has changed,
with the role of captain placed in the
hands of the juniors, at least for the first
10 games of the season. Over the summer, head coach Archie Miller named the
three juniors, along with suspended senior
Dyshawn Pierre, as team captains.
The three had been familiar with each
other long before they ever stepped onto
the court at UD Arena.
All of them participated in the Am-

ateur Athletic Union (AAU) prior to
coming to Dayton.
Pollard and Davis, both originally from
Chicago, also competed against each other during their years in high school when
Pollard attended Simeon Career Academy
and Davis attended Hyde Park Academy
and transferred to Morgan Park for his
senior season.
“I think with us three, it is a real brotherhood, getting acquainted with each other through the AAU circuit,” Smith said in
an exclusive interview with Flyer News.
“Between us three there is not a lot of
talking on the court because we know we
have one goal in mind, and that is just to
win a game, no matter how we win it. We
know what it takes to win a game, just
having experience.”
Last season, the three stood out on
the team. Smith, a point guard, led the
team in assists with 3.8 per game. Davis
ranked second in blocks and steals, and
Pollard was tied with Pierre as the team’s
second-highest scorer with 12.7 points per
game.
For these juniors, leading the team is
something they have done consistently
from day one. Davis earned the team’s
Best Defender award consecutively over
the last two years, while Pollard earned

the Atlantic 10 conference’s Chris Daniels
Most Improved Player Award last season.
Last season, Smith won the team’s Dr.
George Rau Spirit Award, which is given
to the player who displays true team spirit,
on and off the court. Smith also received
the Uhl Family Endowed Scholarship, given to the player who exemplifies the qualities of good sportsmanship and character.
This season already, Pollard has been
named to the preseason All-Atlantic 10
Third Team.
“All three guys have gained a ton of
experience over their first two years,” head
coach Archie Miller said. “They were all
part of a great run as freshmen and they
all impacted our team in different ways.
I think as sophomores they were really
thrown into the fire and clearly had an
opportunity on the court to generate a lot
of confidence within themselves.”
With 53 wins under their belt over their
first two seasons, the three are on pace to
become the program’s winningest fouryear class.
“We’ve all got different roles, but we
are all intertwined with each other to be
as one,” Davis said.
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Darrell Davis was forced to acclimate fast to collegiate basketball.
As a freshman last season, he
didn’t expect to play a prominent
role on a Flyers team that was coming off an Elite Eight run. But extenuating circumstances led to a
shortened roster, and Davis had to
spring into action to help Dayton
stay afloat in the Atlantic 10. He
came up big.
Now, after two NCAA tournament victories last year and a 45.2%
3-point shooting percentage that
led the A-10, Davis is set to make
an even bigger impact on Dayton’s
men’s basketball team, which was
projected by A-10 coaches to win
the conference in a preseason poll
released two weeks ago.
Davis’ motor, last season and
right now, has been his work ethic.
“He was really thrown into the
fire last year and had to play a ton of
minutes as a freshman, and in some
cases wasn’t ready,” head coach Archie Miller said in an interview with
Flyer News. “[But] I think he’s a
stronger player…I think he’s a more
confident player [because of that].”
“Your freshman to sophomore
year is the biggest jump,” Miller said
of his guard, who he wants to see
turn into a more physical, complete
player this year.
“I need to gain weight, so I need
to eat a lot and maintain my weight
from Monday to Sunday,” Davis
said. “Archie told me that if I want
to be better, I have to [put in the
work] in the offseason. So I focused
on being more aggressive this year,
and trying to maintain my nutrition.”
Just like when he was called on
last season, Davis has worked hard
and worked often.
“He’s a gym rat. I mean, he’s always the first in to shoot and he’s
clearly one of the last ones to leave,”
Miller said. “He loves the game and
loves being there with [teammates]
working with him.”
In order to add an element to his
game during the season, though, Davis had to expand his repertoire on
the practice court beyond shooting
the ball.
“That consists of me coming off
ball screens, getting to my teammates, making plays, getting to the
basket, pulling up for a jump shot,”
Davis said of his desire to be more
aggressive. “Just not sitting in the
corner waiting for somebody to give
me the ball.”
“The thing that he has to get a
little better at this year is show that

he can play with the ball in his hands
and make better decisions,” Miller
said. “Not just be a transporter, but
make the right play. He’s done that
in practice. He’s been able to get to
the basket a lot more. He’s been able
to get fouled a lot more.”
Even if Davis does turn into a
more dynamic guard however, don’t
expect him to take any fewer longrange shots.
“I think Darrell is going to make
a killing in transition, as all of our
guys do from behind the line who
can shoot the ball,” Miller said. “But
I think in the half court, [we will]
put him in situations where he can
get a couple shots off.”
Davis, of course, is continuing to
perfect his forte.
“After practice, we have to make
75 three’s,” Davis said of a normal
shooting routine. “And I take
about 102 shots [to make 75].”
In addition to his physical presence, Davis will also add a leadership
role, mentoring the Flyers who will
take the floor for the first time.
“Archie tells me a lot in practice
to lead the freshmen because [last
year] I was in their position, and I
know what they’re going through,”
Davis said. “I accept that role…to
lead them on the court and off it.”
He added that his desire to work and
improve extends into the classroom.
“I think we’ve already seen the
best of Darrell here in his offseason and in his preseason in terms
of his maturity level,” Miller said of
his guard’s intangibles. “In both on
the court while he’s working and off
the court.”
The team, though, has already begun to see the on-court dividends of
Davis’ hard work.
“I think you see a more complete
guy—a guy that can get to the
foul line a little more, a guy that can
get to the rim a little more,” Miller
said. “Defensively, he’s much more
experienced and knows what he’s
doing, you won’t see as many mistakes. Freshman to sophomore is
always the biggest jump and we’ve
already started to see him make that
jump.”
Davis, almost salivating at the
thought of the upcoming season,
is clearly ready to embrace his new
role.
“I’m ready to play—that’s all,” he
said. “I can’t wait for the Red Scare
to be out there cheering for us too.”
For all the photos from the Red-Blue
Scrimmage, visit flyernews.com/ud-photos.

Sophomore guard Darrell Davis drives up the floor during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena.
Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor
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Newfound size revitalizes Flyers’ frontcourt
JONNY JESSUP
Staff Writer
It’s no secret the Dayton Flyers
lacked size last season on the basketball court.
This season, the Flyers are
growing. They now have four
players over 6-foot-6 on the roster
with freshmen Sam Miller, Xeyrius Williams and Ryan Mikesell,
along with redshirt freshman Steve
McElvene. While the Flyers found
success, going to the third round
of the NCAA tournament playing
“small ball” last season, the new
addition of height will add some
much needed depth to the team.
The new versatility of the added
big-men takes some weight off the
shoulders of veteran taller players
like sophomore junior Kendall
Pollard, redshirt junior Charles
Cooke and senior Bobby Wehrli.
Last season, Pollard and Wehrli
took many of the taller match-ups
in games, and having the quick aid
of these new players off the bench
will add some fresh legs when
they’re needed.
Cooke, who is eligible to play
this season after sitting out last
year following his transfer from

James Madison, understands the
importance of having many players
available down low.
“It gives us depth, number one,”
Cooke said. “Last season we had
seven players and we subbed in
Bobby Wehrli, so that makes me
pretty excited. Not saying I would
play all 40 minutes if they weren’t
there, but it gives us a lot of depth
and those guys are pretty good.”
Wehrli pointed out some of the
other positives, as well.
“It adds more options for us,
there’s more guys that can come
off the bench during games and really contribute,” Wehrli said. “Also,
it helps us prepare a little bit better when we’re going to be playing
guys who are six-[foot]-eight, six[foot]-nine. It’s better to have people who are similar to that height in
practice and get some good competition from them.”
While head coach Archie Miller
believes these young athletes will
make an impact on his Dayton
team, he also knows it’s going to
take some time until they are accustomed to college-level play.
“I think from Steve to Sam to
Xeyrius, those three guys in general, they’re going to get a real wake
up call as each week goes by how

the game is really going to
change for them,” Miller
said. “And then they [will]
get used to it. Once they
get used to it you’ll see
them grow, but freshmen
are freshmen.”
Among these players is
redshirt freshman Steve
McElvene, also known
around campus as Big
Steve. Standing 6-foot11, McElvene is the tallest
player on the roster and
will be able to show what
he’s made of this season.
The towering young player
was a force to be reckoned
with in high school, able
to dominate the rim, but Redshirt freshman center Steve McElvene leaps toward the rim during warmups at the Oct.
Miller knows the college 24 Red-Blue scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor
level is a whole different
setting.
“As big as he is and how he’s
The Flyers proved to be a force
“Steve is going to be one of able to get rim to rim and give us to be reckoned with even without
those guys in particular, he’s a true a presence [through] offensive re- multiple big men at their disposcenter. He’s so used to just being bounding, being around the basket, al last season. Throw these new
around the rim and playing under he should dominate the offensive freshmen into the mix, and the
the basket, he gravitates to that at glass for us and then continue to Flyers are a more complete baskettimes. It’s hard to do that in col- learn the system on offense,” Miller ball team. Time will tell if they can
lege,” Miller said.
said. “We play a unique way and he help the Flyers reach new heights
While college is a completely dif- has to see how that fits. We have to during the 2015-16 season.
ferent stage for McElvene, there’s make him believe in how we play,
no denying his height will help the moving him around and not just
Flyers play tremendously.
standing on the box.”

Transfer Cooke ready, happy to be a Flyer
MEAGHAN MCNICHOL
Staff Writer
Dayton Flyers men’s basketball is
back, and instead of mourning the loss
of big players from last season such as
Jordan Sibert, the Flyers are focusing
on new talent.
After his redshirt year, Charles
Cooke, a transfer from James Madison, is ready to produce for the team.
After joining the program in June 2014,
Cooke has spent the last year of ineligibility on campus working on his game
and sharpening his skills.
“During his redshirt year his shot
improved,” head coach Archie Miller
said. “Another thing that he has learned
how to do is play inside the paint, be
able to post up, not fade away, get all the
way to the basket and try to get fouled.”
Cooke agrees that his redshirt year
has helped him improve on his allaround ability.
“I moved from a finesse kind of
player to more of a physical kind of
player,” Cooke said. “I improved on
different aspects of my game as far as
being able to shoot the ball from deep

range and make it consistently.”
Cooke was a big asset to JMU during
his freshman year, the 2012-13 season.
He played in 32 games, started in 11
and recorded 729 minutes throughout
the season. He finished the season
with an average of 22.8 minutes and
5.8 points per game.
His following year at JMU, Cooke
logged 1,052 minutes throughout the
season with a start in 29 games. He
scored 15 points in JMU’s First Four
victory over LIU-Brooklyn here in
Dayton.
Despite his successful 14.3 points
per game average, Cooke believed he
could get more out of a different program. He felt it was in his best interest
to explore other options.
Dayton was a part of Cooke’s transfer process from the beginning.
“When I came here to visit I was
able to get a glimpse of what Coach
Archie, the team and the program were
about and I was all in,” Cooke said. “I
saw the amount of ability this school
had to offer and what I could do with
it. I knew I could get more out of it.”
Two years later, Cooke is finally in
the position to get more out of the

opportunity he decided to take when
choosing Dayton.
After a year of waiting, Miller is
ready for his expectations for Cooke
to be met.
“What we’re trying to gear Charles
into doing defensively is continue to
bring us a guy that can continue to defend multiple positions, give us a guy
that’s bigger on the perimeter, to bring
out the best in his transition, be able to
get out of transition, make shots and
get the basket,” Miller said.
The amount of practice and hard
work Cooke has put in since coming
to Dayton will have the most influence
on how he performs on the court this
coming season.
Cooke hopes that he can prove
how he has built himself as a player in
games.
“You want the games to be the easy
part and the practices to be the difficult part,” Cooke said. “I want to go
out there and play my best game, and
do the best I can to help my team win
by giving it everything I have.”
Teammate and junior point guard,
Scoochie Smith, expects Cooke’s redshirt year to pay off.

Redshirt junior guard Charles Cooke looks to pass during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue
Scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

“Expectations for Charles are high.
He is a skilled basketball player and he
will contribute in every way he can. I
think he will be a stat sheet stuffer,”
Smith said.
Although this is only Cooke’s first
year of eligibility, Miller anticipates him
being a leader.
“I think he is going to play a big role
this year, and an even bigger role next
year,” Miller said. “He doesn’t need to
be somebody else or play like somebody else, he has to be himself.”

Cooke’s dedication and strong oncourt chemistry with his teammates
have become part of his identity as a
Flyer.
This next season will be dedicated to
Cooke building a new name for himself in a new environment, but regardless of the outcome Cooke knows that
becoming a Flyer was the right move
for him.
“I would say coming here, even for
a sit out year, was the best thing that’s
ever happened to me,” Cooke said.
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Women’s Basketball Preview
CHRIS BENDEL
Staff Writer

The 2015-2016 Dayton women's basketball team faces the task
of reloading instead of merely rebuilding. After the season-ending
loss to the eventual national champion, the Connecticut Huskies, in
the Elite Eight of the 2015 NCAA
Tournament, the Flyers lost seniors
and leading-scorers, guard Andrea
Hoover and forward Ally Malott.
The two seniors led the team to
a 28-7 overall record and a 14-2 record in Atlantic 10 play last season.
Production-wise, the departures
leave a large gap to be filled - the
team loses 43 percent of total scoring, 34 percent of total rebounding
and 54.8 percent of total 3-point
field goals made.
To fill the production gap, the
team will rely on an up-tempo
offense and contributions from a
lineup that can play with length or
choose to play with four guards. It's
this type of versatility that can help
mitigate the loss of the two seniors
from last season.
“A lot of teams last year took it
as if we stopped Ally [Malott] or
[Andrea] Hoover or one of them
they could win the game whereas
this year we're all going to have
to step up,” senior guard Amber
Deane said. “That could make it
harder to defend if we have five
players looking to score.”
The Washington Mystics selected Malott eighth overall in the
2015 WNBA draft, and Hoover was
drafted with the 31st overall pick
by the Los Angeles Sparks. Both
were the first WNBA draft picks in
the history of the Dayton women's
basketball program.
Head coach Jim Jabir views the
departures through the lens of a
28-year, head-coaching career, a
perspective that guides the team
through the natural turnover of any
college basketball program.
“I don't think it's any different,”
he said. “We just have to find a different way to win... You have new
kids now and other players have
stepped up. The reality is you learn
to play a different way.”
With the pair's graduation, the
narrative of the program shifts.
That doesn't mean the trajectory
of the program must, however. It
may just take a new form. Atlantic
10 coaches anticipate more of a reloading than rebuilding by selecting

The red squad huddles up during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena. The women’s basketball team was picked second in the Atlantic 10 preseason poll.
Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

the team second in the preseason
coaches poll.
“Every year is different,” Jabir
said. “I know a lot of people are
concerned about our graduation
losses but I don't think twice about
them... with the group we have
people thought enough about us to
pick us second in the league.”
The Flyers return three seniors
including third-leading scorer
Deane, who was selected by league
coaches for the Preseason All-Conference First Team. Deane averaged
10.5 points per game while shooting 47.3 percent from the field last
season.
Also returning is senior guard
Kelley Austria, who earned a spot
on the Preseason All-Conference
Second Team. As one of the veteran guards on the team, Jabir and the
coaching staff will look to Austria,
who averaged 9.9 points per game
last season, to take a firm hold on
the Flyer offense.
The coaching staff will also rely
on Austria's ability to attack the
basket in order to make up for
some lost production, something
that she is not all too familiar with.
“It's been hard because I'm not
used to it,” Austria said about the
need for her to look to score more
than she has in the past.
“I know coach wants me to be
more aggressive in practice so it will
transfer over in games,” she said.
Senior center Jodie Cornelie-Sigmundova, who was selected for the
Preseason All-Conference Third
Team, averaged 6.1 rebounds per
game and led the team in blocks
with 93. She accounted for nearly
50 percent of UD's total blocks last
season and returns to anchor the

UD frontcourt and defensive unit.
Rounding out the starting unit,
junior center Saicha Grant-Allen returns after averaging five rebounds
along with 6.3 points per game, and
sophomore point guard Jenna Burdette also returns after averaging
23.3 minutes per game last season.
Jabir anticipates Burdette to continue to make strides in the development of her game, evident in the
recent Red-Blue scrimmage, when
she led all scorers with 15 points
on 5-of-6 shooting from the field
and a perfect 5-of-5 from the freethrow line.
“It's my job to make sure [Jenna
Burdette] keeps playing like that,
keeps elevating her game because I
feel likes she's very capable of being a great player,” Jabir said.
She will most likely shoulder
some of the scoring load with
Deane in the Flyer backcourt after
the loss of Hoover.
In conference, UD will likely
compete with a familiar foe at the
top of the league standings.
League coaches selected George
Washington as the league favorite
in the preseason coaches poll. The
No. 21 ranked Colonials, led by
2015 A-10 Player of the Year senior
forward Jonquel Jones, garnered 12
of 14 first-place votes and are the
reigning A-10 conference champions.
In all three matchups during the
2014-2015 season including the
Atlantic 10 conference tournament
final, the Colonials beat the Flyers,
handing the team its only three
losses in conference all season.
The Flyers face George Washington Sunday, Jan. 10 at UD Arena in the first matchup between the

preseason league favorites and meet
again with possible conference
championship implications Feb. 14
in Washington, D.C.
ESPNU will televise the latter,
one of the six nationally televised
games on Dayton's schedule.
Though selected second in the
league, after the success in the
NCAA tournament last season, the
Flyers understand they will get the
opposing team's best game every
night, especially in conference.
“We're going to get everyone's
best game so that's going to be
tough,” Austria said.

The team hosts Yale for the season-opener, set for Friday, Nov. 13.
The game will tip off at 11 a.m.
Conference play will begin Jan. 3
against Duquesne in Pittsburgh and
will be televised on the CBS Sports
Network.
For all the photos from the Red-Blue
Scrimmage, visit flyernews.com/ud-photos. For more sports updates, follow @
FlyerNews.com.
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Newfound size revitalizes Flyers’ frontcourt
JONNY JESSUP
Staff Writer
It’s no secret the Dayton Flyers
lacked size last season on the basketball court.
This season, the Flyers are
growing. They now have four
players over 6-foot-6 on the roster
with freshmen Sam Miller, Xeyrius Williams and Ryan Mikesell,
along with redshirt freshman Steve
McElvene. While the Flyers found
success, going to the third round
of the NCAA tournament playing
“small ball” last season, the new
addition of height will add some
much needed depth to the team.
The new versatility of the added
big-men takes some weight off the
shoulders of veteran taller players
like sophomore junior Kendall
Pollard, redshirt junior Charles
Cooke and senior Bobby Wehrli.
Last season, Pollard and Wehrli
took many of the taller match-ups
in games, and having the quick aid
of these new players off the bench
will add some fresh legs when
they’re needed.
Cooke, who is eligible to play
this season after sitting out last
year following his transfer from

James Madison, understands the
importance of having many players
available down low.
“It gives us depth, number one,”
Cooke said. “Last season we had
seven players and we subbed in
Bobby Wehrli, so that makes me
pretty excited. Not saying I would
play all 40 minutes if they weren’t
there, but it gives us a lot of depth
and those guys are pretty good.”
Wehrli pointed out some of the
other positives, as well.
“It adds more options for us,
there’s more guys that can come
off the bench during games and really contribute,” Wehrli said. “Also,
it helps us prepare a little bit better when we’re going to be playing
guys who are six-[foot]-eight, six[foot]-nine. It’s better to have people who are similar to that height in
practice and get some good competition from them.”
While head coach Archie Miller
believes these young athletes will
make an impact on his Dayton
team, he also knows it’s going to
take some time until they are accustomed to college-level play.
“I think from Steve to Sam to
Xeyrius, those three guys in general, they’re going to get a real wake
up call as each week goes by how

the game is really going to
change for them,” Miller
said. “And then they [will]
get used to it. Once they
get used to it you’ll see
them grow, but freshmen
are freshmen.”
Among these players is
redshirt freshman Steve
McElvene, also known
around campus as Big
Steve. Standing 6-foot11, McElvene is the tallest
player on the roster and
will be able to show what
he’s made of this season.
The towering young player
was a force to be reckoned
with in high school, able
to dominate the rim, but Redshirt freshman center Steve McElvene leaps toward the rim during warmups at the Oct.
Miller knows the college 24 Red-Blue scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor
level is a whole different
setting.
“As big as he is and how he’s
The Flyers proved to be a force
“Steve is going to be one of able to get rim to rim and give us to be reckoned with even without
those guys in particular, he’s a true a presence [through] offensive re- multiple big men at their disposcenter. He’s so used to just being bounding, being around the basket, al last season. Throw these new
around the rim and playing under he should dominate the offensive freshmen into the mix, and the
the basket, he gravitates to that at glass for us and then continue to Flyers are a more complete baskettimes. It’s hard to do that in col- learn the system on offense,” Miller ball team. Time will tell if they can
lege,” Miller said.
said. “We play a unique way and he help the Flyers reach new heights
While college is a completely dif- has to see how that fits. We have to during the 2015-16 season.
ferent stage for McElvene, there’s make him believe in how we play,
no denying his height will help the moving him around and not just
Flyers play tremendously.
standing on the box.”

Transfer Cooke ready, happy to be a Flyer
MEAGHAN MCNICHOL
Staff Writer
Dayton Flyers men’s basketball is
back, and instead of mourning the loss
of big players from last season such as
Jordan Sibert, the Flyers are focusing
on new talent.
After his redshirt year, Charles
Cooke, a transfer from James Madison, is ready to produce for the team.
After joining the program in June 2014,
Cooke has spent the last year of ineligibility on campus working on his game
and sharpening his skills.
“During his redshirt year his shot
improved,” head coach Archie Miller
said. “Another thing that he has learned
how to do is play inside the paint, be
able to post up, not fade away, get all the
way to the basket and try to get fouled.”
Cooke agrees that his redshirt year
has helped him improve on his allaround ability.
“I moved from a finesse kind of
player to more of a physical kind of
player,” Cooke said. “I improved on
different aspects of my game as far as
being able to shoot the ball from deep

range and make it consistently.”
Cooke was a big asset to JMU during
his freshman year, the 2012-13 season.
He played in 32 games, started in 11
and recorded 729 minutes throughout
the season. He finished the season
with an average of 22.8 minutes and
5.8 points per game.
His following year at JMU, Cooke
logged 1,052 minutes throughout the
season with a start in 29 games. He
scored 15 points in JMU’s First Four
victory over LIU-Brooklyn here in
Dayton.
Despite his successful 14.3 points
per game average, Cooke believed he
could get more out of a different program. He felt it was in his best interest
to explore other options.
Dayton was a part of Cooke’s transfer process from the beginning.
“When I came here to visit I was
able to get a glimpse of what Coach
Archie, the team and the program were
about and I was all in,” Cooke said. “I
saw the amount of ability this school
had to offer and what I could do with
it. I knew I could get more out of it.”
Two years later, Cooke is finally in
the position to get more out of the

opportunity he decided to take when
choosing Dayton.
After a year of waiting, Miller is
ready for his expectations for Cooke
to be met.
“What we’re trying to gear Charles
into doing defensively is continue to
bring us a guy that can continue to defend multiple positions, give us a guy
that’s bigger on the perimeter, to bring
out the best in his transition, be able to
get out of transition, make shots and
get the basket,” Miller said.
The amount of practice and hard
work Cooke has put in since coming
to Dayton will have the most influence
on how he performs on the court this
coming season.
Cooke hopes that he can prove
how he has built himself as a player in
games.
“You want the games to be the easy
part and the practices to be the difficult part,” Cooke said. “I want to go
out there and play my best game, and
do the best I can to help my team win
by giving it everything I have.”
Teammate and junior point guard,
Scoochie Smith, expects Cooke’s redshirt year to pay off.

Redshirt junior guard Charles Cooke looks to pass during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue
Scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

“Expectations for Charles are high.
He is a skilled basketball player and he
will contribute in every way he can. I
think he will be a stat sheet stuffer,”
Smith said.
Although this is only Cooke’s first
year of eligibility, Miller anticipates him
being a leader.
“I think he is going to play a big role
this year, and an even bigger role next
year,” Miller said. “He doesn’t need to
be somebody else or play like somebody else, he has to be himself.”

Cooke’s dedication and strong oncourt chemistry with his teammates
have become part of his identity as a
Flyer.
This next season will be dedicated to
Cooke building a new name for himself in a new environment, but regardless of the outcome Cooke knows that
becoming a Flyer was the right move
for him.
“I would say coming here, even for
a sit out year, was the best thing that’s
ever happened to me,” Cooke said.
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Women’s Basketball Preview
CHRIS BENDEL
Staff Writer

The 2015-2016 Dayton women's basketball team faces the task
of reloading instead of merely rebuilding. After the season-ending
loss to the eventual national champion, the Connecticut Huskies, in
the Elite Eight of the 2015 NCAA
Tournament, the Flyers lost seniors
and leading-scorers, guard Andrea
Hoover and forward Ally Malott.
The two seniors led the team to
a 28-7 overall record and a 14-2 record in Atlantic 10 play last season.
Production-wise, the departures
leave a large gap to be filled - the
team loses 43 percent of total scoring, 34 percent of total rebounding
and 54.8 percent of total 3-point
field goals made.
To fill the production gap, the
team will rely on an up-tempo
offense and contributions from a
lineup that can play with length or
choose to play with four guards. It's
this type of versatility that can help
mitigate the loss of the two seniors
from last season.
“A lot of teams last year took it
as if we stopped Ally [Malott] or
[Andrea] Hoover or one of them
they could win the game whereas
this year we're all going to have
to step up,” senior guard Amber
Deane said. “That could make it
harder to defend if we have five
players looking to score.”
The Washington Mystics selected Malott eighth overall in the
2015 WNBA draft, and Hoover was
drafted with the 31st overall pick
by the Los Angeles Sparks. Both
were the first WNBA draft picks in
the history of the Dayton women's
basketball program.
Head coach Jim Jabir views the
departures through the lens of a
28-year, head-coaching career, a
perspective that guides the team
through the natural turnover of any
college basketball program.
“I don't think it's any different,”
he said. “We just have to find a different way to win... You have new
kids now and other players have
stepped up. The reality is you learn
to play a different way.”
With the pair's graduation, the
narrative of the program shifts.
That doesn't mean the trajectory
of the program must, however. It
may just take a new form. Atlantic
10 coaches anticipate more of a reloading than rebuilding by selecting

The red squad huddles up during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena. The women’s basketball team was picked second in the Atlantic 10 preseason poll.
Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

the team second in the preseason
coaches poll.
“Every year is different,” Jabir
said. “I know a lot of people are
concerned about our graduation
losses but I don't think twice about
them... with the group we have
people thought enough about us to
pick us second in the league.”
The Flyers return three seniors
including third-leading scorer
Deane, who was selected by league
coaches for the Preseason All-Conference First Team. Deane averaged
10.5 points per game while shooting 47.3 percent from the field last
season.
Also returning is senior guard
Kelley Austria, who earned a spot
on the Preseason All-Conference
Second Team. As one of the veteran guards on the team, Jabir and the
coaching staff will look to Austria,
who averaged 9.9 points per game
last season, to take a firm hold on
the Flyer offense.
The coaching staff will also rely
on Austria's ability to attack the
basket in order to make up for
some lost production, something
that she is not all too familiar with.
“It's been hard because I'm not
used to it,” Austria said about the
need for her to look to score more
than she has in the past.
“I know coach wants me to be
more aggressive in practice so it will
transfer over in games,” she said.
Senior center Jodie Cornelie-Sigmundova, who was selected for the
Preseason All-Conference Third
Team, averaged 6.1 rebounds per
game and led the team in blocks
with 93. She accounted for nearly
50 percent of UD's total blocks last
season and returns to anchor the

UD frontcourt and defensive unit.
Rounding out the starting unit,
junior center Saicha Grant-Allen returns after averaging five rebounds
along with 6.3 points per game, and
sophomore point guard Jenna Burdette also returns after averaging
23.3 minutes per game last season.
Jabir anticipates Burdette to continue to make strides in the development of her game, evident in the
recent Red-Blue scrimmage, when
she led all scorers with 15 points
on 5-of-6 shooting from the field
and a perfect 5-of-5 from the freethrow line.
“It's my job to make sure [Jenna
Burdette] keeps playing like that,
keeps elevating her game because I
feel likes she's very capable of being a great player,” Jabir said.
She will most likely shoulder
some of the scoring load with
Deane in the Flyer backcourt after
the loss of Hoover.
In conference, UD will likely
compete with a familiar foe at the
top of the league standings.
League coaches selected George
Washington as the league favorite
in the preseason coaches poll. The
No. 21 ranked Colonials, led by
2015 A-10 Player of the Year senior
forward Jonquel Jones, garnered 12
of 14 first-place votes and are the
reigning A-10 conference champions.
In all three matchups during the
2014-2015 season including the
Atlantic 10 conference tournament
final, the Colonials beat the Flyers,
handing the team its only three
losses in conference all season.
The Flyers face George Washington Sunday, Jan. 10 at UD Arena in the first matchup between the

preseason league favorites and meet
again with possible conference
championship implications Feb. 14
in Washington, D.C.
ESPNU will televise the latter,
one of the six nationally televised
games on Dayton's schedule.
Though selected second in the
league, after the success in the
NCAA tournament last season, the
Flyers understand they will get the
opposing team's best game every
night, especially in conference.
“We're going to get everyone's
best game so that's going to be
tough,” Austria said.

The team hosts Yale for the season-opener, set for Friday, Nov. 13.
The game will tip off at 11 a.m.
Conference play will begin Jan. 3
against Duquesne in Pittsburgh and
will be televised on the CBS Sports
Network.
For all the photos from the Red-Blue
Scrimmage, visit flyernews.com/ud-photos. For more sports updates, follow @
FlyerNews.com.
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From Down Under to UD
KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

The Dayton women’s basketball
team welcomed first-year forward
Maddy Dennis to the team as part of
the program’s four-player first-year
class for the 2015-16 season.
Dennis, a native of Perth, in the
western part of Australia, began
playing basketball in high school at
Mount Lawley. She was also selected
to represent Australia internationally
at the U-17 and U-19 levels.
After speaking with Dayton head
coach Jim Jabir, Dennis said she decided to come to UD after watching
some of the Flyers’ games online and
liking how the team played.
Dennis ties as the tallest first-year
on the team, joined by guard/forward
Ashleigh Parkinson at 6-foot-2. She is
also one of the taller eligible players
on the team, only shorter than forward Andrijana Cvitkovic (6-foot-3)
and centers Jodie Cornelie-Sigmundova (6-foot-4) and Saicha Grant-Allen (6-foot-5).
“I think she is a kid that plays like
we play: She is skilled, she has size,

she can shoot the ball—and our big
guys can do that, that is what they do
well,” Jabir said. “She is very talented.”
Dennis is not the only player on
the roster to be recruited from outside of the United States. Cvitkovic
and Sigmundova are from Kraljevica, Croatia and Strasbourg, France,
respectively.
In the Red-Blue Scrimmage Oct.
24, Dennis along with first-year players Parkinson, Lauren Cannatelli and
Abby Duffy totaled 19 points, with
Dennis scoring eight.
“It was really cool playing with the
girls in the Red-Blue Scrimmage because I’ve seen them play online, but
I haven’t really seen a game properly,” Dennis said. “I’ve never been in a
stadium where that many people are
cheering for you.”
Working with these new players,
she said, has been a rewarding experience for her so far as the team
heads into this season, beginning with
an exhibition against Gannon 7 p.m.
Friday at UD Arena.
“In practice, I’m finding myself
smiling and having a great time and

that doesn’t happen a lot back home,”
Dennis said. “With the freshmen, it’s
really great—I have met three really
good girls and everyone is so nice.”
With Australia being so far away,
Dennis said the one thing she misses is her family, the beaches and the
heat. Back home in Perth, she has two
siblings, Dimity and Grayson.
Her favorite thing about the United States so far has been how different it is from home.
Balancing playing for a Division I
basketball program on top of being
a full-time student can be challenging.
For Dennis, her entire day is scheduled from the time she wakes up until
the end of the day.
“Most mornings, we get up and
we have class or we have weights and
training. After class, I go to practice
and we taped and get ready for the
two three-hours that we are training,”
Dennis said. “Straight after practice,
we do recovery and we go to study
hall… It’s pretty jam-packed.”
While playing for the Flyers, Dennis plans to complete a major in geology.
Dennis will be participating in her
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First-year forward Maddy Dennis drives the lane during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue
Scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

first regular season collegiate game
for UD against the Yale Bulldogs
Friday, Nov. 13 at home.
Dayton finished second overall last
season in the Atlantic 10 conference.
Dennis said that her personal goal
this season is to improve as much as
she can. The team hopes to make it
to the Final Four this season, after it
came as close as the program has ever
gotten last season, when it advanced
to the Elite Eight before falling to

Senior guard Amber Deane shoots a jumper during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena. Deane is one of three
seniors on a team fresh off the program’s first Elite Eight run last year. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

only managed to add 26 more points
to their score, while the Huskies on
the other hand added 48 more points
to their score in the second half, ending the game with a score of 91-70 in
favor of the Huskies.
Looking ahead for this upcoming
season, the team has set some reachable goals.
“I just think back to last year and
that feeling of content that we had
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Porch Correspondent

EDWARD PEREZ
Staff Writer

top-seeded and two-time defending
national champions Connecticut after
beating Iowa State in the first round
and upsetting two seed Kentucky and
three seed Louisville to advance to the
Elite Eight. At the end of the first half
against UConn, the Flyers looked to
upset the reigning champions with a
halftime score of 44-43. It all came
crashing down in the second half
when the Flyers’ offense dulled and
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33 Jasper
eventual champion Connecticut, 9170. The Flyers led the perennial power Huskies by one at halftime.
“Right now, I think her role is to
learn and to play as hard as she can
and keep developing,” Jabir said. “I
think she will be in a really good situation to help us because I really believe
in her, and I think she is going to be
a really good player.”

Flyers look to follow up historic Elite Eight run
After a fantastic run in the 20142015 season for the Dayton women’s
basketball team, the new 2015-16 season is just around the corner and set
to launch with an exhibition game on
Friday, Nov. 6 against Gannon at 7
p.m. at UD Arena.
Another successful and exciting
year is expected for the Flyers, but
they will have quite a task to follow
up one of the most successful seasons
in program history.
The team ended the past season
on a strong and unprecedented note,
making it all way to the Elite Eight of
the NCAA Tournament for the first
time in program history. The team
ended its run with a final overall record of 28-7. The Flyers went 14-2 in
Atlantic 10 regular season play, with
both losses coming at the hands of
George Washington. George Washington also defeated the Flyers in the
Atlantic 10 tournament championship
game, 75-62.
The team managed an almost perfect home record of 12-1
and even dominated at away games,
ending the season with an 11-4 road
record.
The season came to a
sudden end when the Flyers faced

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

that we knew we gave it our all
that season and that we overachieved our goal of getting to the
tournament,” senior guard Amber
Deane said. “We definitely defied
odds. I think if we are able to repeat
that or even do better than that, then
there would probably be no feeling
better than that.”
Recently, the Atlantic 10 released
the conference preseason predictions

and rankings. The Flyers were ranked
second and predicted to finish behind
George Washington, who was ranked
first by the majority of A-10 coaches.
“Our coach [Jabir] tries not to let
us think about rankings and things
like that,” Deane said. “It doesn’t
surprise me that they [George Washington] were ranked ahead of us.
They’re a really good team. This year,
it’s definitely a goal for us to win every
game, and obviously we will have to
beat them… Jabir just wants us to do
what we do.”
Senior guard Kelley Austria mentioned that the Flyers have always had
an underdog tag associated with the
team but says it helps drive them.
“[We] want to prove people wrong
and prove that just because we’re
smaller, doesn’t mean that we can’t
beat those bigger schools. I think it
helps me to work harder. It helps motivate us,” Austria said.
Deane adds that Jabir helps build
confidence in the team by scheduling
tough opponents ahead of the conference.
“Jabir helps with scheduling very
tough teams,” Deane said, “We’re all
very humble, at the end of the day we
know that it’s always a team effort with
us. We’re never one of those teams
that has a superstar player that scores
every point.”

FN: How did we meet each
other?
Maggie Engles: Katy and I were
roommates freshman year.
Olivia Lipka: Katy and I met on a
playground in 1st grade.
Sarah Berger: We have all been
roommates with Katy at one point
in our lives. But everyone met on
5th floor of Marycrest.
OL: Oh, the nostalgia.
Taylor Lorentzen: And Sarah and
I met on Facebook.
Katy Hoeper: Liv and I drove to
Chicago to meet Maggie before
we moved in freshman year.
OL: We met over tons of tea.
KH: Guys, side note, look at your
groupchat. Maggie texted herself
17 times.
FN: If we had to give everyone in our house a superlative,
what would it be?
SB: Janine is Most Likely to Miss a
Job Interview for a Bad Hair Day.
OL: Maggie is Most Likely to
Not Participate in Daylight Savings. Also, Janine is Most Likely
to Throw Up on her Crush.
ME: Liv is Most Likely to Apologize for Getting Hit by a Car.
SB: Katy is Most Likely to Run
into our Landlord’s House with
No Pants On.
OL: Sarah is Most Likely to Pull
Off Wearing a Lampshade and
Still Look Hot.
KH: Taylor is Most Likely to Not
be “F-ing Smiling” All the Time.
OL: Yeah, Taylor is Most Likely to
Shock You with her Aggression.
SB: She’s low key kind of scary.
Don’t let the high-pitched voice
fool you.
KH: Can that be our tagline?
Just because I’m little and blonde
doesn’t mean I’m happy all the
time.
FN: If we were to be visiting
for our 10-year reunion, what
would everyone be up to?
ME: Janine would be a wife or
girlfriend of a professional athlete
and Liv would be pregnant doing
yoga in the middle of the ocean.
OL: Katy would be CEO of GirlRock Inc. getting a lot of stuff
done, as always. Sarah would own
a gallery and be the artsy friend
for the rest of her life. Also I picture our 10-year reunion at Sarah’s

(Back) Olivia Lipka, Taylor Loremtzen, Maggie Engles (Front) Katy Hoeper, Sarah Berger and Janine Costello are planning to make ‘The Real Housewives of Jasper’
a reality show for their house. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

gallery and she’s going to look
better than all of us.
TL: Sarah we get it, you’re hot!
LL: Janine would definitely be on
a TLC reality TV show.
KH: It will be like “Chrisley
Knows Best” but instead, “Janine
Knows Best.”
OL: Real Housewives of Jasper!
Wait, can we give our landlords a
superlative too?
SB: Our relationship with them is
kind of on the rocks right now so
we probably shouldn’t risk it.
FN: Is there any advice you
want to give to first-years?
ME: Befriend Maggie and Olivia
cause we’re going to need roommates when we’re fifth-years.
KH: Bounce around Marycrest
and just talk to random people.
TL: That sounds awful, I’m not
that friendly.
ME: Eat the berries from the
bushes around campus.

OL: Once Maggie ate one of the
berries and so we looked up if it
was edible and it said you probably won’t have any symptoms
from it but in some cases, you will
die within three hours of eating
the berry.
ME: But I didn’t die so I recommend trying them! Also participate in St. Nick’s day, and put your
shoes outside your room so they
can be filled with candy.
KH: Listen to NPR about what
color is and you will have the best
night ever.
TL: Yeah, I got bored trying to
listen to that.
KH: Work out as a freshman so
you won’t have to when you get
too busy as you get older.
OL: I don’t think it works that
way…
TL: Just count walking up the
CPC stairs as your workout and
you’ll be set.

FN: How would you sum up
your Halloween?
OL: Getting woken up at 10am to
take pictures and to answer questions for this Porch Profile.
TL: Maggie not showering and
wearing the same costume for
four days straight.
OL: We did Jojo’s dance a lot.
SB: He doesn’t even go here!
OL: Also attempting to watch
multiple scary movies and failing
every time.
TL: Chasing with ketchup.
OL: Katy and I sang the Oscar
Meyer song in every different way
possible. Great Halloween.
FN: If our house were to come
with a warning label, what
would it say?
KH: Be prepared to pay the fine
for bringing your pet over for a
few minutes. And don’t attempt
climbing the stairs unless you

have hobbit feet.
OL: Warning: So much banana
bread spread on the walls.
FN: Is there anything else you
guys would like to share about
yourself ?
All: We’re just 6 girls on a mission
to normalize the consumption of
insects *cricket, cricket*
If you and your roommates would
like to be featured in a porch profile, contact A&E editor Mary Kate
Dorr at mdorr1@udayton.edu. To
apply, include your contact information, address, the names of your
roommates and a fun fact about why
you should be featured.
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KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

The Dayton women’s basketball
team welcomed first-year forward
Maddy Dennis to the team as part of
the program’s four-player first-year
class for the 2015-16 season.
Dennis, a native of Perth, in the
western part of Australia, began
playing basketball in high school at
Mount Lawley. She was also selected
to represent Australia internationally
at the U-17 and U-19 levels.
After speaking with Dayton head
coach Jim Jabir, Dennis said she decided to come to UD after watching
some of the Flyers’ games online and
liking how the team played.
Dennis ties as the tallest first-year
on the team, joined by guard/forward
Ashleigh Parkinson at 6-foot-2. She is
also one of the taller eligible players
on the team, only shorter than forward Andrijana Cvitkovic (6-foot-3)
and centers Jodie Cornelie-Sigmundova (6-foot-4) and Saicha Grant-Allen (6-foot-5).
“I think she is a kid that plays like
we play: She is skilled, she has size,

she can shoot the ball—and our big
guys can do that, that is what they do
well,” Jabir said. “She is very talented.”
Dennis is not the only player on
the roster to be recruited from outside of the United States. Cvitkovic
and Sigmundova are from Kraljevica, Croatia and Strasbourg, France,
respectively.
In the Red-Blue Scrimmage Oct.
24, Dennis along with first-year players Parkinson, Lauren Cannatelli and
Abby Duffy totaled 19 points, with
Dennis scoring eight.
“It was really cool playing with the
girls in the Red-Blue Scrimmage because I’ve seen them play online, but
I haven’t really seen a game properly,” Dennis said. “I’ve never been in a
stadium where that many people are
cheering for you.”
Working with these new players,
she said, has been a rewarding experience for her so far as the team
heads into this season, beginning with
an exhibition against Gannon 7 p.m.
Friday at UD Arena.
“In practice, I’m finding myself
smiling and having a great time and

that doesn’t happen a lot back home,”
Dennis said. “With the freshmen, it’s
really great—I have met three really
good girls and everyone is so nice.”
With Australia being so far away,
Dennis said the one thing she misses is her family, the beaches and the
heat. Back home in Perth, she has two
siblings, Dimity and Grayson.
Her favorite thing about the United States so far has been how different it is from home.
Balancing playing for a Division I
basketball program on top of being
a full-time student can be challenging.
For Dennis, her entire day is scheduled from the time she wakes up until
the end of the day.
“Most mornings, we get up and
we have class or we have weights and
training. After class, I go to practice
and we taped and get ready for the
two three-hours that we are training,”
Dennis said. “Straight after practice,
we do recovery and we go to study
hall… It’s pretty jam-packed.”
While playing for the Flyers, Dennis plans to complete a major in geology.
Dennis will be participating in her
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First-year forward Maddy Dennis drives the lane during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue
Scrimmage at UD Arena. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

first regular season collegiate game
for UD against the Yale Bulldogs
Friday, Nov. 13 at home.
Dayton finished second overall last
season in the Atlantic 10 conference.
Dennis said that her personal goal
this season is to improve as much as
she can. The team hopes to make it
to the Final Four this season, after it
came as close as the program has ever
gotten last season, when it advanced
to the Elite Eight before falling to

Senior guard Amber Deane shoots a jumper during the Oct. 24 Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena. Deane is one of three
seniors on a team fresh off the program’s first Elite Eight run last year. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

only managed to add 26 more points
to their score, while the Huskies on
the other hand added 48 more points
to their score in the second half, ending the game with a score of 91-70 in
favor of the Huskies.
Looking ahead for this upcoming
season, the team has set some reachable goals.
“I just think back to last year and
that feeling of content that we had
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JANINE COSTELLO
Porch Correspondent

EDWARD PEREZ
Staff Writer

top-seeded and two-time defending
national champions Connecticut after
beating Iowa State in the first round
and upsetting two seed Kentucky and
three seed Louisville to advance to the
Elite Eight. At the end of the first half
against UConn, the Flyers looked to
upset the reigning champions with a
halftime score of 44-43. It all came
crashing down in the second half
when the Flyers’ offense dulled and
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33 Jasper
eventual champion Connecticut, 9170. The Flyers led the perennial power Huskies by one at halftime.
“Right now, I think her role is to
learn and to play as hard as she can
and keep developing,” Jabir said. “I
think she will be in a really good situation to help us because I really believe
in her, and I think she is going to be
a really good player.”

Flyers look to follow up historic Elite Eight run
After a fantastic run in the 20142015 season for the Dayton women’s
basketball team, the new 2015-16 season is just around the corner and set
to launch with an exhibition game on
Friday, Nov. 6 against Gannon at 7
p.m. at UD Arena.
Another successful and exciting
year is expected for the Flyers, but
they will have quite a task to follow
up one of the most successful seasons
in program history.
The team ended the past season
on a strong and unprecedented note,
making it all way to the Elite Eight of
the NCAA Tournament for the first
time in program history. The team
ended its run with a final overall record of 28-7. The Flyers went 14-2 in
Atlantic 10 regular season play, with
both losses coming at the hands of
George Washington. George Washington also defeated the Flyers in the
Atlantic 10 tournament championship
game, 75-62.
The team managed an almost perfect home record of 12-1
and even dominated at away games,
ending the season with an 11-4 road
record.
The season came to a
sudden end when the Flyers faced
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that we knew we gave it our all
that season and that we overachieved our goal of getting to the
tournament,” senior guard Amber
Deane said. “We definitely defied
odds. I think if we are able to repeat
that or even do better than that, then
there would probably be no feeling
better than that.”
Recently, the Atlantic 10 released
the conference preseason predictions

and rankings. The Flyers were ranked
second and predicted to finish behind
George Washington, who was ranked
first by the majority of A-10 coaches.
“Our coach [Jabir] tries not to let
us think about rankings and things
like that,” Deane said. “It doesn’t
surprise me that they [George Washington] were ranked ahead of us.
They’re a really good team. This year,
it’s definitely a goal for us to win every
game, and obviously we will have to
beat them… Jabir just wants us to do
what we do.”
Senior guard Kelley Austria mentioned that the Flyers have always had
an underdog tag associated with the
team but says it helps drive them.
“[We] want to prove people wrong
and prove that just because we’re
smaller, doesn’t mean that we can’t
beat those bigger schools. I think it
helps me to work harder. It helps motivate us,” Austria said.
Deane adds that Jabir helps build
confidence in the team by scheduling
tough opponents ahead of the conference.
“Jabir helps with scheduling very
tough teams,” Deane said, “We’re all
very humble, at the end of the day we
know that it’s always a team effort with
us. We’re never one of those teams
that has a superstar player that scores
every point.”

FN: How did we meet each
other?
Maggie Engles: Katy and I were
roommates freshman year.
Olivia Lipka: Katy and I met on a
playground in 1st grade.
Sarah Berger: We have all been
roommates with Katy at one point
in our lives. But everyone met on
5th floor of Marycrest.
OL: Oh, the nostalgia.
Taylor Lorentzen: And Sarah and
I met on Facebook.
Katy Hoeper: Liv and I drove to
Chicago to meet Maggie before
we moved in freshman year.
OL: We met over tons of tea.
KH: Guys, side note, look at your
groupchat. Maggie texted herself
17 times.
FN: If we had to give everyone in our house a superlative,
what would it be?
SB: Janine is Most Likely to Miss a
Job Interview for a Bad Hair Day.
OL: Maggie is Most Likely to
Not Participate in Daylight Savings. Also, Janine is Most Likely
to Throw Up on her Crush.
ME: Liv is Most Likely to Apologize for Getting Hit by a Car.
SB: Katy is Most Likely to Run
into our Landlord’s House with
No Pants On.
OL: Sarah is Most Likely to Pull
Off Wearing a Lampshade and
Still Look Hot.
KH: Taylor is Most Likely to Not
be “F-ing Smiling” All the Time.
OL: Yeah, Taylor is Most Likely to
Shock You with her Aggression.
SB: She’s low key kind of scary.
Don’t let the high-pitched voice
fool you.
KH: Can that be our tagline?
Just because I’m little and blonde
doesn’t mean I’m happy all the
time.
FN: If we were to be visiting
for our 10-year reunion, what
would everyone be up to?
ME: Janine would be a wife or
girlfriend of a professional athlete
and Liv would be pregnant doing
yoga in the middle of the ocean.
OL: Katy would be CEO of GirlRock Inc. getting a lot of stuff
done, as always. Sarah would own
a gallery and be the artsy friend
for the rest of her life. Also I picture our 10-year reunion at Sarah’s

(Back) Olivia Lipka, Taylor Loremtzen, Maggie Engles (Front) Katy Hoeper, Sarah Berger and Janine Costello are planning to make ‘The Real Housewives of Jasper’
a reality show for their house. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

gallery and she’s going to look
better than all of us.
TL: Sarah we get it, you’re hot!
LL: Janine would definitely be on
a TLC reality TV show.
KH: It will be like “Chrisley
Knows Best” but instead, “Janine
Knows Best.”
OL: Real Housewives of Jasper!
Wait, can we give our landlords a
superlative too?
SB: Our relationship with them is
kind of on the rocks right now so
we probably shouldn’t risk it.
FN: Is there any advice you
want to give to first-years?
ME: Befriend Maggie and Olivia
cause we’re going to need roommates when we’re fifth-years.
KH: Bounce around Marycrest
and just talk to random people.
TL: That sounds awful, I’m not
that friendly.
ME: Eat the berries from the
bushes around campus.

OL: Once Maggie ate one of the
berries and so we looked up if it
was edible and it said you probably won’t have any symptoms
from it but in some cases, you will
die within three hours of eating
the berry.
ME: But I didn’t die so I recommend trying them! Also participate in St. Nick’s day, and put your
shoes outside your room so they
can be filled with candy.
KH: Listen to NPR about what
color is and you will have the best
night ever.
TL: Yeah, I got bored trying to
listen to that.
KH: Work out as a freshman so
you won’t have to when you get
too busy as you get older.
OL: I don’t think it works that
way…
TL: Just count walking up the
CPC stairs as your workout and
you’ll be set.

FN: How would you sum up
your Halloween?
OL: Getting woken up at 10am to
take pictures and to answer questions for this Porch Profile.
TL: Maggie not showering and
wearing the same costume for
four days straight.
OL: We did Jojo’s dance a lot.
SB: He doesn’t even go here!
OL: Also attempting to watch
multiple scary movies and failing
every time.
TL: Chasing with ketchup.
OL: Katy and I sang the Oscar
Meyer song in every different way
possible. Great Halloween.
FN: If our house were to come
with a warning label, what
would it say?
KH: Be prepared to pay the fine
for bringing your pet over for a
few minutes. And don’t attempt
climbing the stairs unless you

have hobbit feet.
OL: Warning: So much banana
bread spread on the walls.
FN: Is there anything else you
guys would like to share about
yourself ?
All: We’re just 6 girls on a mission
to normalize the consumption of
insects *cricket, cricket*
If you and your roommates would
like to be featured in a porch profile, contact A&E editor Mary Kate
Dorr at mdorr1@udayton.edu. To
apply, include your contact information, address, the names of your
roommates and a fun fact about why
you should be featured.
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‘Speaking of Sex,’ what is sex?
MARY KATE DORR
A&E Editor

On Wednesday, Oct. 28 University of Dayton students filed into
the north gym of the RecPlex for
what was assumed to be a standard
presentation on sexual relationships and violence, a topic college
students have grown accustomed
to discussing. However, minutes
into the presentation, it became
evident that this program was by
no means typical.
The program ‘Speaking of Sex…,’
presented by GTC Dramatic Dialogues, is an interactive event used
to spark discussion and visually depict scenarios college students may
find themselves in when socializing
or dating. It utilizes actors who
perform a skit, then, at the climax
of the scene, an emcee interferes
and allows the audience to ask the
actors questions, while they are still
in character.
But before the skits even began,
the emcee, an energetic and humorous host from GTC Dramatic Dialogues named Ben, began
probing the audience to answer
basic questions.
“What is communication?” Ben
asked the audience. He passed the
microphone to multiple students,
each defining communication in
their own terms. Some focused on

verbal confirmation, while others
stressed the importance of body
language. Sounds normal, right?
Ben moved on. “What’s sex?” He
asked the audience.
Silence. Giggles. Finally, students
began raising their hands.
This is when the program took
a serious turn. No student could
agree on a clear definition of sex.
A range of definitions were given,
focusing on both the emotional
and physical aspects of
sex. Yet, there was never a collective agreement
among the student body
on what sex really is.
If the audience members had a variety of definitions for both communication
and sex, how can we be expected
to draw lines or set limits? What if
we communicate differently than
our partner? What if we have a
different definition of sex than our
partner?
“Sexual communication is a
critical life skill, yet very challenging for most people. It requires a
vulnerability of ourselves and our
conversation with another person
that can be uncomfortable,” said
Kristen Altenau Keen, sexual violence prevention education coordinator.
Before transitioning to the skits,
Ben left the audience with a final
question. “What do you want?” he

asked.
As the actors took the stage,
scenes that may be familiar to college students began to unfold: mutual flirtatious behavior influenced
by alcohol, the uncertainty of
commitment after casually dating
and when to draw limits with your
partner.
The uniqueness of the program
is that some of the scenarios portrayed did not always identify a

Jessica. They told him to shut up
and spoke in a mean tone,” junior
Steve Sarky said. But there are
many times we watch our friends
flirt in social situations and rarely
think to interfere—or that the conversation could escalate to one of
violence.
“When people think of ‘sexual violence,’ they tend to think of
the extreme. I think that the seminar really shed some light on situations that people see
every weekend and never
think twice about, never
the less categorize as sexual violence,” junior Sree
Brahmamdam said.
The program also
touched on the confusion and miscommunication that occurs in the
world of dating for college students. Another scenario depicted
students Ken and Ben confronting their relationship: They were
friends who had a sexual relationship and occasionally went to dinner together. While Ben thought
this made Ken his boyfriend, Ken
had a different definition of their
relationship, considering himself
single. The miscommunication in
their relationship led to the demise
of their relationship, a result neither wanted.
The “what are we?” conversation
is not easy. What if your partner
feels differently? Does getting din-

“No student could agree
on a clear definition of sex.”
clear “right” and “wrong” reaction.
One scene specifically evoked
an array of responses from the
students. In the scene, the actors
took on the roles of Jessica and
Nick, two acquaintances meeting
at a party. They had both been
drinking, and after flirtatious banter, Nick asked Jessica to go back
upstairs to the balcony where the
party was continuing. This is when
Ben paused the scene and allowed
the audience to engage with Jessica
and Nick, questioning Nick’s intentions and whether or not he had
put drugs in Jessica’s drink.
“One thing that bothered me was
that some of the [audience members] thought Nick actually raped

It’s the (second) most wonderful
time of the year... pumpkin season!
As soon as the temperature outside
dips even the slightest degree below
60 degrees, I run to Kroger and grab
about 10 cans of canned pumpkin puree and start baking. I love all things
pumpkin. Pure pumpkin is a healthy
ingredient that adds a moist consistency to desserts. And even better, it’s
only 50 calories and 4 grams of sugar
per serving!
Here I share with you a few of my
favorite pumpkin recipes for the Fall
that are quick, simple, and delish:
Pumpkin Spice Latte (reformed)
Behold, the PSL. Not just any 380
calorie drink loaded with 13g of fat,
8g saturated fat, and 50 grams of
sugar (yes, these are straight from the
Starbucks website), but I have finally
perfected the recipe that yields only 30
calories. Yes, you read that right.
Ingredients:
1 cup Black Coffee
1/2 cup unsweetened Almond Milk

3 Tbsp Canned Pumpkin (not pumpkin pie filling)
1 Tbsp Sugar-Free Syrup
2 tsp Stevia (or more to taste)
1/8 tsp Pumpkin Pie Spice
1/8 tsp Vanilla
Whipped Cream
Cinnamon to sprinkle
Directions:
1.Brew coffee and set aside. Place milk
in microwave for 1 minute, then stir in
pumpkin with a fork until milk turns
orange and the pumpkin is completely
blended. Add remaining ingredients
(besides whipped cream and cinnamon), and blend milk mixture for 1-2
minutes.
2.Add milk mixture to the coffee, taste
to see if you need to add a little more
stevia, top with whipped cream and
cinnamon, and enjoy (especially because this recipe is only thirty calories)!
Pumpkin Cheesecake Mousse
Ingredients:
1 cup low-fat or fat-free Cottage
Cheese
1/2 cup Canned Pumpkin
1/4 cup Milk of choice
1 Tbsp sugar-free Instant Butter-
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‘Maximalist’ band brings max sound to Columbus
ner or kissing goodbye or introducing them to your friends make
this person your significant other?
Does beginning a sexual relationship mean you are in a committed
relationship? Dating in college is
confusing. If we don’t have these
conversations and don’t define relationships—or even sex—to our
partner, unhealthy consequences
can follow.
“Programs like ‘Speaking of
Sex...’ help us understand how
sexual miscommunication can so
easily happen and what we can do
to prevent it,” Altenau Keen said.
“These discussions can also help
us better understand our own values and beliefs around sexual relationships and what we want and
don’t want.”
Ultimately, this is the most im
portant conversation we can have
with a partner. If you can understand and communicate what you
want, you are on the path to a
strong and respectful relationship.
If you or someone you know needs support, please contact the Counseling Center at 937-229-3141 or the National
Sexual Assault Hotline at 800-656HOPE (4673). For more resources,
visit udayton.edu/womenscenter/info/
violence/sexual-harassment.php or udayton.edu/studev/dean/sexualviolenceprevention/index.php.

Try these easy, healthy pumpkin recipes in your kitchen
GRACE BRUENING
Health Columnist
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scotch (or vanilla) Dry Pudding Mix
- I was not a fan of Kroger brand, go
for “Jell-o” brand
1/2 tsp Pumpkin Pie Spice
1/2 tsp Cinnamon
3 tsp. Splenda
Directions:
1. Blend all ingredients in a blender
until cottage cheese curds are no longer visible and it has a smooth, running consistency.
2. Place in the refrigerator for 30 min
to an hour, or however long it takes
to set. Scoop half of the mousse into
a bowl, top with whipped cream (always), cinnamon, and crumble some
cereal, graham crackers, gingersnaps,
or whatever you wish on top and enjoy!
Oh, and guess how many calories
per serving? Only 120! That means
250 calories for the entire recipe as it
makes two servings. So that’s pretty
awesome for this delicious treat!

CARI ZAHN
Staff Writer
Music-lovers hoping to venture
to a concert soon will be interested
in an album preview show by the
Connecticut-based indie rock band,
The World is a Beautiful Place & I
am No Longer Afraid to Die. The
band will perform in support of its
new album, “Harmlessness,” at The
Basement in Columbus on Nov. 5.
The band has been described as
“maximalists,” as they believe in
incorporating many people and instruments into their sound. They
cover many genres with their different albums and songs, landing
the label of “emo revival” and “indie rock” most often. They pull inspirations from bands such as Joan
of Arc and Badhead. Flyer News
asked guitarist and vocalist Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak what people
will experience when coming to a
show.
“People should expect a large
number of people standing and
playing instruments,” he laughed.
“I don’t know; we’re loud.”
Not to be put off by their
long-winded band name, potential

fans should expect a show full of
atmospheric sounds, dynamic shifts
and live improvisation. TWIABP is
excited about returning to Columbus to preview its newest album.
“It was a joke about post-rock
bands having really stupid, long,
dramatic song titles, and I made a
joke about calling the band that.
Then we forgot to change it,”
Shanholtzer-Dvorak said of the
band’s name.
Guitarist and singer Tyler Bussey,
bassist Josh Cyr, guitarists Greg
Horbal and Chris Teti, keyboardist
Katie Shanholtzer-Dvorak, vocalist David Bello, and periodic collaborators including spoken-word
artist Chris Zizzamia join Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak as band members. The first three came together
to form the band after working on
their own solo projects, and others
were added later, keeping in line
with their maximalist philosophy.
With a full stage, TWIABP will
perform songs from what has been
described as its breakthrough album, inspired by dealing with
mental illness and aging, Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak said. Relying
heavily on indie-rock influences,

“Harmlessness” will tell the story
of life after healing. It is the band’s
second full-length album.
While playing in Columbus again
is definitely on TWIABP’s list of
things they are looking forward
to, they recall one of their favorite memories is having a hotdog
named after the band when they
played in Rochester, New York.
The World is a Beautiful Place & I am
No Longer Afraid to Die will perform
at The Basement, 391 Neil Ave. in
Columbus Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. To listen
to “Harmlessness,” visit flyernews.com/
maximalist-band-brings-max-sound-tocolumbus.

Blood Drive

Tuesday, November 10
Noon to 6pm
UD RecPlex
Sponsored By:
AED, ALPHA PHI OMEGA, PHI SIGMA RHO,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
PRIDE OF DAYTON MARCHING BAND,
RED CROSS CLUB, SIGMA NU,
UD RESCUE SQUAD

Football T-s
hirt is
yours FREE
when
you register
to
give blood.

“Harmlessness” hits:
1. “I Can Be Afraid of Anything”
2. “You Can’t Live There Forever”
3. “January 10th, 2014”
4. “Willie (For Howard)”
5. “Mental Health”

Make an online appointment to donate
at DonorTime.com & enter Sponsor Code 415
Questions?
1-800-388-4483 or canidonate@givingblood.org

GET YOUR DEGREE, TUITION-FREE

Let the National Guard help you pay for college
• Up to 100% Paid Tuition
• Job Skills Training & Experience
• Monthly Paychecks
For more information
call/text Paul Browder
at (937) 231-3142.

Visit fitnotskinny.net for more of the
pumpkin treats I’ve tested and loved.
Take a sip of the reformed pumpkin spice latte. Photo by Grace Bruening.

GivingBlood.org

Programs and benefits subject to change.
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‘Speaking of Sex,’ what is sex?
MARY KATE DORR
A&E Editor

On Wednesday, Oct. 28 University of Dayton students filed into
the north gym of the RecPlex for
what was assumed to be a standard
presentation on sexual relationships and violence, a topic college
students have grown accustomed
to discussing. However, minutes
into the presentation, it became
evident that this program was by
no means typical.
The program ‘Speaking of Sex…,’
presented by GTC Dramatic Dialogues, is an interactive event used
to spark discussion and visually depict scenarios college students may
find themselves in when socializing
or dating. It utilizes actors who
perform a skit, then, at the climax
of the scene, an emcee interferes
and allows the audience to ask the
actors questions, while they are still
in character.
But before the skits even began,
the emcee, an energetic and humorous host from GTC Dramatic Dialogues named Ben, began
probing the audience to answer
basic questions.
“What is communication?” Ben
asked the audience. He passed the
microphone to multiple students,
each defining communication in
their own terms. Some focused on

verbal confirmation, while others
stressed the importance of body
language. Sounds normal, right?
Ben moved on. “What’s sex?” He
asked the audience.
Silence. Giggles. Finally, students
began raising their hands.
This is when the program took
a serious turn. No student could
agree on a clear definition of sex.
A range of definitions were given,
focusing on both the emotional
and physical aspects of
sex. Yet, there was never a collective agreement
among the student body
on what sex really is.
If the audience members had a variety of definitions for both communication
and sex, how can we be expected
to draw lines or set limits? What if
we communicate differently than
our partner? What if we have a
different definition of sex than our
partner?
“Sexual communication is a
critical life skill, yet very challenging for most people. It requires a
vulnerability of ourselves and our
conversation with another person
that can be uncomfortable,” said
Kristen Altenau Keen, sexual violence prevention education coordinator.
Before transitioning to the skits,
Ben left the audience with a final
question. “What do you want?” he

asked.
As the actors took the stage,
scenes that may be familiar to college students began to unfold: mutual flirtatious behavior influenced
by alcohol, the uncertainty of
commitment after casually dating
and when to draw limits with your
partner.
The uniqueness of the program
is that some of the scenarios portrayed did not always identify a

Jessica. They told him to shut up
and spoke in a mean tone,” junior
Steve Sarky said. But there are
many times we watch our friends
flirt in social situations and rarely
think to interfere—or that the conversation could escalate to one of
violence.
“When people think of ‘sexual violence,’ they tend to think of
the extreme. I think that the seminar really shed some light on situations that people see
every weekend and never
think twice about, never
the less categorize as sexual violence,” junior Sree
Brahmamdam said.
The program also
touched on the confusion and miscommunication that occurs in the
world of dating for college students. Another scenario depicted
students Ken and Ben confronting their relationship: They were
friends who had a sexual relationship and occasionally went to dinner together. While Ben thought
this made Ken his boyfriend, Ken
had a different definition of their
relationship, considering himself
single. The miscommunication in
their relationship led to the demise
of their relationship, a result neither wanted.
The “what are we?” conversation
is not easy. What if your partner
feels differently? Does getting din-

“No student could agree
on a clear definition of sex.”
clear “right” and “wrong” reaction.
One scene specifically evoked
an array of responses from the
students. In the scene, the actors
took on the roles of Jessica and
Nick, two acquaintances meeting
at a party. They had both been
drinking, and after flirtatious banter, Nick asked Jessica to go back
upstairs to the balcony where the
party was continuing. This is when
Ben paused the scene and allowed
the audience to engage with Jessica
and Nick, questioning Nick’s intentions and whether or not he had
put drugs in Jessica’s drink.
“One thing that bothered me was
that some of the [audience members] thought Nick actually raped

It’s the (second) most wonderful
time of the year... pumpkin season!
As soon as the temperature outside
dips even the slightest degree below
60 degrees, I run to Kroger and grab
about 10 cans of canned pumpkin puree and start baking. I love all things
pumpkin. Pure pumpkin is a healthy
ingredient that adds a moist consistency to desserts. And even better, it’s
only 50 calories and 4 grams of sugar
per serving!
Here I share with you a few of my
favorite pumpkin recipes for the Fall
that are quick, simple, and delish:
Pumpkin Spice Latte (reformed)
Behold, the PSL. Not just any 380
calorie drink loaded with 13g of fat,
8g saturated fat, and 50 grams of
sugar (yes, these are straight from the
Starbucks website), but I have finally
perfected the recipe that yields only 30
calories. Yes, you read that right.
Ingredients:
1 cup Black Coffee
1/2 cup unsweetened Almond Milk

3 Tbsp Canned Pumpkin (not pumpkin pie filling)
1 Tbsp Sugar-Free Syrup
2 tsp Stevia (or more to taste)
1/8 tsp Pumpkin Pie Spice
1/8 tsp Vanilla
Whipped Cream
Cinnamon to sprinkle
Directions:
1.Brew coffee and set aside. Place milk
in microwave for 1 minute, then stir in
pumpkin with a fork until milk turns
orange and the pumpkin is completely
blended. Add remaining ingredients
(besides whipped cream and cinnamon), and blend milk mixture for 1-2
minutes.
2.Add milk mixture to the coffee, taste
to see if you need to add a little more
stevia, top with whipped cream and
cinnamon, and enjoy (especially because this recipe is only thirty calories)!
Pumpkin Cheesecake Mousse
Ingredients:
1 cup low-fat or fat-free Cottage
Cheese
1/2 cup Canned Pumpkin
1/4 cup Milk of choice
1 Tbsp sugar-free Instant Butter-
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‘Maximalist’ band brings max sound to Columbus
ner or kissing goodbye or introducing them to your friends make
this person your significant other?
Does beginning a sexual relationship mean you are in a committed
relationship? Dating in college is
confusing. If we don’t have these
conversations and don’t define relationships—or even sex—to our
partner, unhealthy consequences
can follow.
“Programs like ‘Speaking of
Sex...’ help us understand how
sexual miscommunication can so
easily happen and what we can do
to prevent it,” Altenau Keen said.
“These discussions can also help
us better understand our own values and beliefs around sexual relationships and what we want and
don’t want.”
Ultimately, this is the most im
portant conversation we can have
with a partner. If you can understand and communicate what you
want, you are on the path to a
strong and respectful relationship.
If you or someone you know needs support, please contact the Counseling Center at 937-229-3141 or the National
Sexual Assault Hotline at 800-656HOPE (4673). For more resources,
visit udayton.edu/womenscenter/info/
violence/sexual-harassment.php or udayton.edu/studev/dean/sexualviolenceprevention/index.php.

Try these easy, healthy pumpkin recipes in your kitchen
GRACE BRUENING
Health Columnist
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scotch (or vanilla) Dry Pudding Mix
- I was not a fan of Kroger brand, go
for “Jell-o” brand
1/2 tsp Pumpkin Pie Spice
1/2 tsp Cinnamon
3 tsp. Splenda
Directions:
1. Blend all ingredients in a blender
until cottage cheese curds are no longer visible and it has a smooth, running consistency.
2. Place in the refrigerator for 30 min
to an hour, or however long it takes
to set. Scoop half of the mousse into
a bowl, top with whipped cream (always), cinnamon, and crumble some
cereal, graham crackers, gingersnaps,
or whatever you wish on top and enjoy!
Oh, and guess how many calories
per serving? Only 120! That means
250 calories for the entire recipe as it
makes two servings. So that’s pretty
awesome for this delicious treat!

CARI ZAHN
Staff Writer
Music-lovers hoping to venture
to a concert soon will be interested
in an album preview show by the
Connecticut-based indie rock band,
The World is a Beautiful Place & I
am No Longer Afraid to Die. The
band will perform in support of its
new album, “Harmlessness,” at The
Basement in Columbus on Nov. 5.
The band has been described as
“maximalists,” as they believe in
incorporating many people and instruments into their sound. They
cover many genres with their different albums and songs, landing
the label of “emo revival” and “indie rock” most often. They pull inspirations from bands such as Joan
of Arc and Badhead. Flyer News
asked guitarist and vocalist Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak what people
will experience when coming to a
show.
“People should expect a large
number of people standing and
playing instruments,” he laughed.
“I don’t know; we’re loud.”
Not to be put off by their
long-winded band name, potential

fans should expect a show full of
atmospheric sounds, dynamic shifts
and live improvisation. TWIABP is
excited about returning to Columbus to preview its newest album.
“It was a joke about post-rock
bands having really stupid, long,
dramatic song titles, and I made a
joke about calling the band that.
Then we forgot to change it,”
Shanholtzer-Dvorak said of the
band’s name.
Guitarist and singer Tyler Bussey,
bassist Josh Cyr, guitarists Greg
Horbal and Chris Teti, keyboardist
Katie Shanholtzer-Dvorak, vocalist David Bello, and periodic collaborators including spoken-word
artist Chris Zizzamia join Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak as band members. The first three came together
to form the band after working on
their own solo projects, and others
were added later, keeping in line
with their maximalist philosophy.
With a full stage, TWIABP will
perform songs from what has been
described as its breakthrough album, inspired by dealing with
mental illness and aging, Derrick
Shanholtzer-Dvorak said. Relying
heavily on indie-rock influences,

“Harmlessness” will tell the story
of life after healing. It is the band’s
second full-length album.
While playing in Columbus again
is definitely on TWIABP’s list of
things they are looking forward
to, they recall one of their favorite memories is having a hotdog
named after the band when they
played in Rochester, New York.
The World is a Beautiful Place & I am
No Longer Afraid to Die will perform
at The Basement, 391 Neil Ave. in
Columbus Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. To listen
to “Harmlessness,” visit flyernews.com/
maximalist-band-brings-max-sound-tocolumbus.

Blood Drive

Tuesday, November 10
Noon to 6pm
UD RecPlex
Sponsored By:
AED, ALPHA PHI OMEGA, PHI SIGMA RHO,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
PRIDE OF DAYTON MARCHING BAND,
RED CROSS CLUB, SIGMA NU,
UD RESCUE SQUAD

Football T-s
hirt is
yours FREE
when
you register
to
give blood.

“Harmlessness” hits:
1. “I Can Be Afraid of Anything”
2. “You Can’t Live There Forever”
3. “January 10th, 2014”
4. “Willie (For Howard)”
5. “Mental Health”

Make an online appointment to donate
at DonorTime.com & enter Sponsor Code 415
Questions?
1-800-388-4483 or canidonate@givingblood.org

GET YOUR DEGREE, TUITION-FREE

Let the National Guard help you pay for college
• Up to 100% Paid Tuition
• Job Skills Training & Experience
• Monthly Paychecks
For more information
call/text Paul Browder
at (937) 231-3142.

Visit fitnotskinny.net for more of the
pumpkin treats I’ve tested and loved.
Take a sip of the reformed pumpkin spice latte. Photo by Grace Bruening.

GivingBlood.org

Programs and benefits subject to change.

2015-2016 BASKETBALL PREVIEW
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Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2015

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

SAT NOVEMBER 7, 2015 | 2PM
SAGINAW VALLEY STATE
UD ARENA

TUE JANUARY 12, 2016| 8PM
DAVIDSON
UD ARENA

FRI NOV 6, 2015 | 7PM
GANNON
UD ARENA

WED JANUARY 13, 2016| 7PM
VCU
UD ARENA

FRI NOVEMBER 17, 2015 | 7PM
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE
UD ARENA

FRI JANUARY 15, 2016| 7PM
GEORGE WASHINGTON
UD ARENA

FRI NOVEMBER 13, 2015 | 11AM
YALE
UD ARENA

SAT JANUARY 16, 2016| 8PM
SAINT LOUIS
SAINT LOUIS, MO. – CHAIFETZ ARENA

TUE NOVEMBER 21, 2015 | 2PM
ALABAMA
UD ARENA

TUE JANUARY 19, 2016| 7PM
ST. BONAVENTURE
OLEAN, NY – REILLY CENTER

WED NOVEMBER 18, 2015 | 7PM
VANDERBILT
UD ARENA

WED JANUARY 20, 2016| 7PM
ST. BONAVENTURE
UD ARENA

ADVOCARE INVITATIONAL

SUN JANUARY 24, 2016| 4PM
FORDHAM
NEW YORK, NY – ROSE HILL GYM

SUN NOVEMBER 22, 2015 | 2PM
WISCONSIN
UD ARENA

SUN JANUARY 24, 2016| 12PM
SAINT JOSEPH’S
PHILADELPHIA, PA. – HAGAN ARENA

WED JANUARY 27, 2016| 7PM
SAINT LOUIS
UD ARENA

GULF COAST SHOWCASE

2015-2016

THU NOVEMBER 26, 2015 | 9PM
IOWA
ORLANDO, FLORIDA - HP FIELD HOUSE

ADVOCARE INVITATIONAL
FRI NOVEMBER 27, 2015 | TBA
NOTRE DAME/MONMOUTH
ORLANDO, FLORIDA - HP FIELD HOUSE

ADVOCARE INVITATIONAL
SUN NOVEMBER 29, 2015 | TBA
TBD
ORLANDO, FLORIDA – HP FIELD HOUSE
SAT DECEMBER 5, 2015 | 2PM
NORTH FLORIDA
UD ARENA
WED DECEMBER 9, 2015 | 9PM
VANDERBILT
NASHVILLE, TN – MEMORIAL COLISEUM
SAT DECEMBER 12, 2015 | 7PM
CHATTANOOGA
UD ARENA
SAT DECEMBER 19, 2015 | 7PM
FURMAN
UD ARENA
TUE DECEMBER 22, 2015 | 7PM
MIAMI OHIO
UD ARENA
WED DECEMBER 30, 2015 | 8PM
ARKANSAS
UD ARENA
SAT JANUARY 2, 2016 | 2:30PM
DAQUESNE
PITTSBURGH, PA – PALUMBO CENTER
WED JANUARY 6, 2016 | 8PM
MASSACHUSETTS
UD ARENA
SAT JANUARY 9, 2016| 2PM
LA SALLE
PHILADELPHIA, PA – GOLD ARENA

SAT FEBRUARY 6, 2016| 6PM
GEORGE MASON
FAIRFAX, VA – PATRIOT CENTER
TUE FEBRUARY 9, 2016| 7PM
DUQUESNE
UD ARENA
FRI FEBRUARY 12, 2016| 7PM
RHODE ISLAND
KINGSTON, RI – RYAN CENTER
WED FEBRUARY 17, 2016| 6PM
SAINT JOSEPH’S
PHILADELPHIA, PA – HAGAN ARENA
SAT FEBRUARY 20, 2016| 12PM
St. BONAVENTURE
UD ARENA
TUE FEBRUARY 23, 2016| 8PM
SAINT LOUIS
SAINT LOUIS, MO – CHAIFETZ ARENA
SAT FEBRUARY 27, 2016| TBA
RHODE ISLAND
UD ARENA
TUE MARCH 1, 2016| 7:30PM
RICHMOND
RICHMOND, VA – ROBINS CENTER
SAT MARCH 5, 2016| 8PM
VCU
UD ARENA

ATLANTIC 10 TOURNAMENT
WED MARCH 9 – SUN MARCH 13 2016
TBD
BROOKLYN, NY – BARCLAYS CENTER

2015-2016

FRI NOVEMBER 27, 2015 | 11AM
MAINE
NAPLES, FLA. – GERMAIN ARENA

GULF COAST SHOWCASE
SAT NOVEMBER 28, 2015 | TBD
TBD
NAPLES, FLA. – GERMAIN ARENA

GULF COAST SHOWCASE
SAT NOVEMBER 28, 2015 | TBD
TBD
NAPLES, FLA. – GERMAIN ARENA
WED DECEMBER 2, 2015 | 11AM
TOLEDO
TOLEDO, OH – SAVAGE ARENA
SUN DECEMBER 6, 2015 | 2PM
PURDUE
WEST LAFAYETTE, IND – MACKEY ARENA
FRI DECEMBER 11, 2015 | 7PM
GONZAGA
UD ARENA
SUN DECEMBER 20, 2015 | 2PM
PRINCETON
UD ARENA
WED DECEMBER 30, 2015 | 8PM
GREEN BAY
GREEN BAY, WIS. – KRESS EVENTS CENTER
SAT JANUARY 3, 2016 | 1PM
DAQUESNE
PITTSBURGH, PA – PALUMBO CENTER

WED JANUARY 27, 2016| 7PM
LA SALLE
PHILADELPHIA, PA. – TOM FOLA ARENA
SUN FEBRUARY 6, 2016| 2PM
RHODE ISLAND
KINFSTON, RI – RYAN CENTER
WED FEBRUARY 10, 2016| 7PM
GEORGE MASON
UD ARENA
SUN FEBRUARY 14, 2016| 12PM
GEORGE WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON D.C – SMITH CENTE7
WED FEBRUARY 17, 2016| 6PM
MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASS. – MULLINS CENTER
SUN FEBRUARY 21, 2016| 1PM
DUQUESNE
UD ARENA
WED FEBRUARY 24, 2016| 7PM
SAINT LOUIS
UD ARENA
SUN FEBRUARY 28, 2016| 5P<
FORDHAM
UD ARENA

ATLANTIC 10 CHAMPIONSHIP
TUE MARCH 1 – SUN MARCH 6, 2016
TBD
RICHMOND, VA – RICHMOND COLISEUM

WED JANUARY 6, 2016 | 7PM
RICHMOND
UD ARENA
SUN JANUARY 10, 2016| 2PM
GEORGE WASHINGTON
UD ARENA

FOLLOW @FLYERNEWS ON TWITTER FOR MORE UPDATES ON CAMPUS, LOCAL, NATIONAL AND WORLD NEWS

